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15th ESH Congress of Hypnosis

Building Bridges and Travelling Cross Roads
26th – 29th August 2020 – Basel, Switzerland

During the hypnotic state mind and body are
linked and interact. Advances in the neurosciences explore the relationship between
brain and body and answer our questions:
What happens during therapy? What new options can be developed from these discoveries?
During the ESH Congress in Basel, the presenters will share with you during conferences and workshops their methods and their
know-how, which we hope will contribute to
develop your own creativity. Whether by the
consolidation of your own methods or the acquisition of new approaches, your patients
will benefit from your participation.
Contribute to the Congress! We invite you to
send us an abstract of a presentation, a workshop or a poster in one of the three Congress
languages: English, German or French.
A reminder: the keynotes and the sessions in
the main amphitheater will be translated into
the three Congress languages simultaneously
by professional translators.

You will find all the necessary information on
the congress website: www.esh2020.ch
You can still register now and profit from the
low early-bird rate.
We are convinced that you will feel at home in
multilingual and multicultural Switzerland. Its
geographic position, linking east and west,
north and south allow easy access by road,
rail and air.
The well developed public transport system
with a free pass provided by your hotel will
assure mobility. The modern Congress Center in the heart of the city will favor communication in a convivial setting.
We are happy to receive you in the name of
the European Society of Hypnosis in Basel
Switzerland.
Please consult the Congress website for further information www.esh202.ch
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President’s Letter

Gérard Fitoussi

Video meliora proboque, deteriora sequor
“I see and approve of the better, but I follow the worse”. (Ovide, Metamorphoses VII, 20)

Dear Colleagues and Friends,
This citation from Ovide above incites me to
evoke acrasia. This is the name given to this
ambiguous feeling in ancient times which is

often found in our patients. In their lives, confronted with their problems, they know what
to do but they don’t do it. They even do the
contrary. It’s this way for the smoker, for the
beaten wife who stays with her torturer, or
with new year’s resolutions.
“It’s stronger than me”. “It’s done by another
me”. “I don’t recognize myself”.
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Where does this ambivalence come from? I
know what is good for me, yet I don’t do it. I
know what is bad for me, yet I do it.
These patients come to us asking for our care, as their last chance. How can we help
them? What is at the origin of this discordance? Is it due to the fact that the person knows
what s/he wants but doesn’t know how to proceed by a lack of knowledge or knowhow?
Is it due to the fact that the ambivalence in
his/her mind finds its origins not in the rational brain but in the emotional part-hidden in
memories, experiences, apprehensions, fears,
and hopes-silent and unconscious. The therapist’s intervention and the use of hypnosis
can allow the patient to go deeply within himself and gain in coherence: that which s/he
wants becomes that which s/he enacts.
The hypnosis of which I am speaking, is not
just any hypnosis. This hypnosis is conducted
with respect and humility possessing the required competence and knowledge. In other
words, a hypnosis practiced respecting
ethics.
Hypnosis and Ethics: The association of these
two terms is indispensable today. Even more
so because we are in front of an explosion of
the health and wellness market. This explosion involves billions of Euros which stimulate
appetites and makes more than one person
salivate. However, this “market” is diﬀerent
than others. It is founded on the suﬀering and

distress of the buyers with their increased vulnerability. As health professionals, we should
be conscious of the problem, think about
ways towards solutions and voice our
opinions.This is the theme around which the
IMHEL decide to organize its Conference in
Luxembourg and in which the Members of
the ESH Board participate.
Also, I would like to take this opportunity to
thank the Turkish Society of Hypnosis who have organized an international Congress in
Istanbul. We were many to participate and to
share the enthusiasm of the participants enjoying the quality of the presentations.
When you receive this newsletter the end of
the year will be approaching. This is a traditional moment to make wishes for the new year.
I would like to suggest that among your new
years resolutions you place your participation
at the 15th ESH Congress in Basel 26 to 29
August 2020. All is being done to make this a
memorable and successful moment.
You can still address your Abstracts. Please
consult the closing date for abstracts on the
website www.esh2020.ch
Please don’t allow the acrasia within us leave
you undecided. Take a positive and rewarding decision to join us. Now!
I wish you and your families a very happy and
festive moment, full of joy and to share in the
warmth of coming together.
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Translated into French
by Gérard Fitoussi
Video meliora proboque, deteriora sequor.

ce ce qu’il souhaite et ce qu’il fait. L’hypnose dont je par-

(Je vois le bien, je l’approuve, et je fais le mal)

le, n’est pas n’importe quelle hypnose mais une hypnose

Ovide, Métamorphoses VII,20.

pratiquée avec respect, en ayant les compétences requises et avec humilité. Autrement dit, une hypnose éthique.

Chers collègues, chers amis.
Hypnose et Éthique: l’association de ces deux termes est
Cette citation des Métamorphoses d’Ovide au début de

plus que jamais indispensable aujourd’hui. D’autant que

cette lettre m’a incité à évoquer l’acrasia. C’est ainsi que

l’on observe une explosion du marché de la santé et du

les anciens ont nommé ce sentiment ambigu, souvent

bien-être. Explosion à plusieurs milliards d’euros qui ai-

présent chez nos patients. Dans leurs vies, face à leurs

guise les appétits et en fait saliver plus d’un, qui oublient

problèmes, ils savent ce qu’il faudrait faire, ils y adhèrent

au passage que ce « marché » est diﬀérent des autres,

et pourtant ils ne le font pas, voire même, ils font le

car il se fonde sur la vulnérabilité, la souﬀrance voire la

contraire. Il en est ainsi du fumeur de cigarettes, de la

détresse des « consommateurs ». En tant que profession-

femme battue qui reste auprès de son bourreau, ou des

nels de la santé nous devons être conscients de ces en-

résolutions de début d’année. « C’est plus fort que moi »

jeux , y réfléchir et faire entendre notre voix.

« C’était un autre que moi » « Je ne me reconnais pas ».
C’est le thème de la réunion que l’IMHEL a décidé d’orgaD’où vient cette ambivalence entre, ce que je sais être

niser le 30 novembre, au Luxembourg et à laquelle le bu-

bien pour moi et que je ne fais pas et ce que je sais être

reau de L’ESH a participé . Par ailleurs, un grand merci à

néfaste et que je fais pourtant? Et comment nous, qui

la Société d’Hypnose turque qui a organisé son congrès

recevons ces patients, nous, auprès de qui ils s’adres-

international à Istanbul. Nous avons été nombreux à y

sent parfois en dernier recours, comment pouvons-nous

contribuer et à apprécier la qualité des interventions et

les aider ? Quelle est l’origine de cette discordance? Est-

l’enthousiasme des participants.

ce dû au fait que le sujet sait ce qu’il veut, sans savoir
comment le réaliser, par manque de connaissances ou

A la réception de cette newsletter, la fin de l’année sera

de compétences?

proche, et avec elle, la période des souhaits. J’aimerais
que parmi vos résolutions, il y ait celle de nous rejoindre

Ou est-ce dû au fait que cette ambivalence trouve son

à Bâle en août 2020. A quelques mois du congrès, tout

origine non dans la partie rationnelle, mais dans la partie

est fait pour que celui-ci soit un succès et que vous

émotionnelle de notre mental, là où silencieux et non con-

soyez nombreux à y participer. Vous pouvez vous inscrire

scients, sont enfouis souvenirs, expériences, peurs,

dès à présent et adresser vos abstracts jusqu’au 1 dé-

craintes et espoirs? L’intervention du thérapeute et l’utili-

cembre 2019. Alors, ne cédez pas à l’acrasia qui est en

sation de l’hypnose peuvent être alors d’un grand se-

chacun de nous et foncez. Je vous souhaite ainsi qu’à

cours. L’hypnose peut être un des outils qui aidera le

vos familles de très belles fêtes, dans la joie et la chaleur

sujet à aller au plus profond de lui et à mettre en cohéren-

des retrouvailles.
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Translated into German
by Silvia Zanotta
Video meliora proboque, deteriora sequor

spekt, Demut und mit der erforderlichen Kompetenz und

Ich sehe und billige das Bessere, aber ich folge dem

dem nötigen Wissen ausgeführt, In andern Worten: Diese

Schlechten (Ovide, Metamorphosen VII, 20)

Art von Hypnose respektiert die ethischen Richtlinien.
Hypnose und Ethik: Die Verbindung dieser zwei Begriﬀe

Liebe Kolleginnen und Kollegen,

ist heute unverzichtbar, insbesondere angesichts des rasant expandierenden Gesundheits-und Wellnessmarktes.

Dieses Zitat von Ovid veranlasst mich, Akrasia (Handeln

Bei dieser explosionsartigen Entwicklung geht es um Mil-

wider besseres Wissen) zur Sprache zu bringen. Akrasia

liarden von Euros, an denen die unterschiedlichsten Per-

wurde in der Antike das uneindeutige, widersprüchliche

sonen teilhaben wollen. Nur unterscheidet sich dieser

Gefühl genannt, das wir heute bei vielen unserer Patien-

Markt wesentlich von andern, denn er basiert auf dem

ten finden: Eigentlich wissen sie, was sie tun müssten,

Leiden und der Verzweiflung verwundbarer “Käufer”. Als

um ihre Probleme zu lösen, aber sie tun es nicht. Sie tun

Gesundheitsexperten sollten wir uns dieses Problems

eher das Gegenteil davon. So geht es dem Raucher oder

bewusst sein und über Lösungen nachdenken, unsere

der geschlagenen Frau, die bei ihrem gewalttätigen

Meinung kund tun. Es wird das Thema der IMHEL-Konfe-

Mann bleibt, und so verhält es sich auch mit den Neu-

renz in Luxemburg sein, an der auch die ESH-Vorstand-

jahrsvorsätzen. “Es ist starker als ich”. “Das macht ein

smitglieder teilnehmen. Bei dieser Gelegenheit möchte

anderer Teil von mir”. “Ich erkenne mich nicht wieder”.

ich der türkischen Hypnose-Gesellschaft für die Organization des internationalen Kongresses in Istanbul danken.

Woher kommt denn diese Ambivalenz? Zu wissen, was

Viele von uns waren dort und haben zusammen mit den

gut für mich wäre und es doch zu unterlassen? Zu wis-

Kongressteilnehmern die hohe Qualität der Präsentatio-

sen, das wird mir schaden und es trotzdem zu tun? Diese

nen geschätzt. Jetzt, da Sie diesen Rundbrief lesen,

Patienten kommen zu uns, damir wir ihnen helfen, oft als

nähert sich das Jahresende und es wird wieder Zeit für

letzte Hoﬀnung. Wie können wir sie unterstützen? Was

gute Vorsätze zum Neuen Jahr. Mein Vorschlag: einer da-

ist wohl der Ursprung dieser Uneinigkeit? Liegt es daran,

von möge die Teilnahme am 15. ESH-Kongress in Basel

dass die Person zwar weiss, was sie will, aber dass ihr

vom 26. – 29. August 2020 sein. Die Vorbereitungen lau-

das Wissen fehlt, wie sie das bewerkstelligen soll? Oder

fen auf Hochtouren und es wird alles getan, damit dies

liegt es daran, dass die Ambivalenz ihren Ursprung nicht

ein denkwürdiges und erfolgreiches Ereignis wird.

im rationalen, sondern im emotionalen Gehirn hat – in
Erinnerungen, Erfahrungen, Wahrnehmungen, Ängsten

Sie können Ihre Abstracts bereits einreichen. Bitte ach-

und Hoﬀnungen – verborgen und unbewusst?

ten Sie auf die Abgabefrist auf der website
www.esh2020.ch. Lassen Sie es nicht zu Unentschieden-

Therapeutische Interventionen und Hypnose können

heit und Akrasia kommen. Melden Sie sich an, jetzt! Ich

dem Patienten erlauben, tief ins Innere abzutauchen und

wünsche Ihnen und Ihren Familien glückliche und feierli-

mehr Kohärenz zu erlangen, so dass er das tut, was er

che Momente, voll Freude, Wärme und zufriedenes Zu-

tun will. Die Hypnose, von der ich spreche, wird mit Re-

sammensein.
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Translated into Spanish
by José Cava
Video meliora proboque, deteriora sequor

Hipnosis y ética: la asociación de estos dos términos es

“ Ve o y a p r u e b o l o m e j o r p e ro s i g o l o p e o r ”

indispensable hoy. Más aún porque estamos frente a una

(Ovidio, Metamorfosis VII, 20

explosión del mercado de la salud y el bienestar. Esta explosión involucra miles de millones de euros que estimu-

Estimados colegas y amigos,

lan el apetito y hacen que a más de una persona se le
haga la boca agua. Sin embargo, este "mercado" es dife-

Esta cita de Ovidio me incita a evocar “acrasia”. Es el

rente a los demás. Se basa en el sufrimiento y la angu-

nombre dado en la antigüedad a este sentimiento ambi-

stia de los compradores con su mayor vulnerabilidad.

valente que a menudo encontramos en nuestros pacien-

Como profesionales de la salud, debemos ser conscien-

tes. En sus vidas, confrontados con sus problemas, sa-

tes del problema, pensar en formas de encontrar solucio-

ben qué deben hacer, pero no lo hacen. Incluso hacen lo

nes y expresar nuestras opiniones. Este es el tema en

contrario. Esto es así con el fumador, con la esposa mal-

torno al cual el IMHEL decide organizar su Conferencia

tratada que se queda con su torturador, o con las resolu-

en Luxemburgo y en el que participan los miembros de la

ciones de año nuevo. "Es más fuerte que yo". "Está he-

Junta de ESH. Además, me gustaría aprovechar esta

cho por otro yo". "No me reconozco".

oportunidad para agradecer a la Sociedad Turca de Hipnosis que ha organizado un Congreso Internacional en

¿De dónde viene esta ambivalencia? Sé lo que es bueno

Estambul. Fuimos muchos los que participamos y com-

para mí, pero no lo hago. Sé lo que es malo para mí, pero

partimos el entusiasmo de los participantes y disfruta-

lo hago. Estos pacientes acuden a nosotros pidiéndonos

mos de la calidad de las presentaciones. Cuando reciban

ayuda, como su última oportunidad. ¿Cómo podemos

este boletín, estará cerca el fin de año. Este es un mo-

ayudarlos? ¿Cuál es el origen de esta discordancia? ¿Se

mento típico para pedir deseos para el nuevo año. Me

debe al hecho de que la persona sabe lo que quiere pero

gustaría sugerir que entre sus resoluciones de año nue-

no sabe cómo proceder por falta de conocimiento o habi-

vo coloque su participación en el 15º Congreso de ESH

lidad para hacerlo? ¿Se debe al hecho de que la ambiva-

en Basilea del 26 al 29 de agosto de 2020. Se está hacien-

lencia en su mente encuentra sus orígenes no en el cere-

do todo lo posible para que este sea un evento memorab-

bro racional sino en la parte emocional -oculta en recuer-

le y exitoso.

dos, experiencias, aprensiones, miedos y esperanzassilenciosa e inconsciente? La intervención del terapeuta

Ya pueden enviar sus Abstracts. Consulten la fecha de

y el uso de la hipnosis pueden permitir al paciente profun-

cierre de los abstracts en el sitio web www.esh2020.ch

dizar en sí mismo y ganar coherencia: lo que quiere se

No permitan que la acrasia los deje indecisos. Tomen la

convierte en lo que representa. La hipnosis de la que

decisión positiva y gratificante de unirse a nosotros. ¡A-

estoy hablando no es cualquier tipo de hipnosis. Esta hip-

hora! Les deseo a ustedes y a sus familias unas muy feli-

nosis se realiza con respeto y humildad teniendo la com-

ces fiestas, llenas de alegría y en compañía de sus seres

petencia y el conocimiento requeridos. En otras pala-

queridos.

bras, una hipnosis practicada respetando la ética.
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Translated into Italian
by Fabio Carnevale
Video meliora proboque, deteriora sequor

umiltà. In altre parole, un’ipnosi etica. Ipnosi ed etica: la

“vedo il meglio e l’approvo ma seguo il peggio”

combinazione di questi due termini è più essenziale che

(Ovidio, Metamorfosi VII, 20)

mai oggi. Soprattutto da quando stiamo assistendo a
un'esplosione nel mercato della salute e del benessere.

Cari colleghi, cari amici,

Esplosione a diversi miliardi di euro che stimola gli appetiti e alletta persone, che dimenticano come questo "mer-

La citazione dalle Metamorfosi di Ovidio all'inizio di que-

cato" sia diverso dagli altri, perché si basa sulla vulnera-

sta lettera mi ha fatto pensare all'acrasia. È così che gli

bilità, sulla soﬀerenza e persino sull'angoscia dei “consu-

antichi chiamavano quel sentimento ambiguo, spesso

matori".

presente nei nostri pazienti. Nelle loro vite, di fronte ai
loro problemi, sanno cosa fare, lo comprendono e tutta-

Come professionisti della salute dobbiamo essere consa-

via non lo fanno, o addirittura, fanno il contrario.

pevoli di questi problemi, riflettere e far sentire la nostra

Questo è il caso del fumatore, della donna maltrattata

voce. Questo è il tema dell'incontro che l'IMHEL ha deci-

che resta con il suo carnefice o dei progetti per il nuovo

so di organizzare il 30 novembre a Lussemburgo e al qua-

anno."È più forte di me", “Non è da me", "Non mi ricono-

le ha partecipato il Board dell’ESH. Dobbiamo, inoltre, un

sco”. Da dove viene questa ambivalenza, quando so co-

grande ringraziamento alla Turkish Hypnosis Society che

sa sia bene per me e non lo faccio pur sapendo che è

ha organizzato il suo congresso internazionale a Istan-

dannoso?

bul. Molti di noi vi hanno contribuito e hanno apprezzato
la qualità delle presentazioni e l'entusiasmo dei parteci-

Cosa possiamo fare, ricevendo questi pazienti, che talvol-

panti.

ta ricorrono a noi come ultima risorsa, per aiutarli?
Qual è l'origine di questa discrepanza? È dovuta al fatto

Quando riceverete questa newsletter, la fine dell'anno

che il soggetto sa cosa vuole, senza sapere come rag-

sarà vicina e con essa il periodo dei desideri.

giungerlo, per mancanza di conoscenza o abilità?

Mi piacerebbe incontrarvi a Basilea nell'agosto 2020.

Oppure questa ambivalenza ha origine non nella parte

Mancano pochi mesi al Congresso e tutto è organizzato

razionale, ma nella parte emotiva della mente, dove sono

perché sia un grande successo con molti partecipanti.

sepolti ricordi silenziosi e inconsci, esperienze, timori,

Potete registravi ora. Quindi, non arrendetevi all'acrasia

paure e speranze? L'intervento del terapeuta e l'uso del-

che è in ognuno di noi e osate.

l'ipnosi possono quindi essere di grande aiuto. L'ipnosi
può essere uno degli strumenti che aiuteranno il sogget-

Auguro a voi e alle vostre famiglie buone vacanze, nella

to ad approfondire e rendere coerente ciò che desidera e

gioia e nel calore della loro riunione.

ciò che fa.
L'ipnosi di cui sto parlando non è solo tecnica ma un’ipnosi praticata con rispetto, con professionalità e con
8
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Editor’s Letter
Consuelo Casula

Image by F.C.
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This December issue invites us to take stock of
the year that is about to end and to make some
forecasts for the year that is about to begin.
Who would have ever imagined that at the end of
2019 we would have seen so many changes in
our board and in our ESH community. These
changes have been very constructive and our
board works with lovingkindness collaboration in
a joyful way. Out of this comes the numerous
contributions which we propose in this issue.
Also our ESH community has developed in
quality and increased in numbers.
It seems like our european borders have
expanded, to give us a wider view and breath. By
a whim of fate, this issue presents two Asian
colleagues: the Chinese Xin Fang and the Iranian
Medhi Fathi, respectively the president of the
Chinese Erickson Institute (CEI) and the First
President of the Asian Society of Hypnosis. They
each give examples of how hypnosis is
contributing to mental and physical well-being of
our patients all over the world.
This issue is enriched by the articles of our
ESHNL well known columnists: Silvia Zanotta
shows us the similarities and diﬀerences between
hypnosis and Ego State Therapy, while Marilia
Baker anticipates how the 13th international
congress on the Ericksonian Approach to
Hypnosis and Hypnotherapy will be, on
December 2019. Moreover several reviewers take
us around various congresses permitting us to
breathe in the atmosphere of Glasgow, Istanbul,
Turin, Madrid, and Mashhad, while experiencing
the essence of these significant contributions.

This December issue might remind us of Janus
who looks to the past to learn from experiences
and looks forwards into the future to focus
energies to the next ESH congress in Basel.
Following this focus we continue to interview
those who will present their work. Veit Messmer
has been interviewed by Randi Abrahamson.
Also we have collected from some eminent
colleagues three good reasons for being in Basel.
Some seem to have the same opinion. They
highlight the dual function of the congress 1) to
acquire new skills in the various fields of hypnotic
theory and practice, and 2) to meet old friends
and to make new ones in this community where
we are productive members. A third aspect
emphasized is the opportunity to discover the
artistic beauty of Basel with its many museums
and cultural events.
Some consider aesthetics inseparable from
ethics. Perhaps it is not a coincidence that the
ESH board's final commitment in 2019 was to
participate in a conference on Ethics in Hypnosis
organized by the Institut Milton H. Erickson of
Luxembourg. Marie Jeanne Bremer, columnist of
our Connection with the German community and
member of the organizing commettee, will review
this important event in the March issue.
In the name of all the ESHNL contributors we
wish you joyful holidays and a healthy and
luxuriant 2020. We hope that as a new year’s
resolution you decide to come to Basel. Looking
forward to seeing you there…
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Connecting With
ESH Basel Congress
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Veit Messmer

Key Note Speaker at the ESH
Congress in Basel

By
Randi Abrahamsen
der to get many participants, because it is central and Basel will be easy to reach for participants. People can easily come from all of
Switzerland, neighboring countries like Germany,
Austria, France and Italy, and many other countries would only have a short flight. Many participants will help the development of hypnosis. I
hope that we can also attract more people from
the universities to participate. Basel has a very
good and well-known faculty of dentistry and it
is my hope that we can interest colleagues and
scientists to come and spread the knowledge
about hypnosis in the scientific world.
Can you give people good reasons to come

Dentist from Müllheim, Germany, with specialization in Implantology, Prosthetics, Hypnotherapy.
Private practice since 1994. Speaker and trainer
at the University of Kiel. In DGZH (German Society of Dental Hypnosis): trainer and supervisor, Editor-in-Chief 2010-12, President 2013- 14. Trainer
of the ÖGZH, Vienna, Austria. Counselor in the
scientific board of the SMSH, Switzerland. Co-organizer of the first World Congress of hypnosis in
dentistry, in Mashhad, Iran 2016.
How are your expectations for the congress
in Basel?
Possibilities for many participants. I have great
expectations to bring people together in Basel.
The town is next to me. I hope there will be many German speaking people, since we were few
at the last congress in Manchester. I think Basel
is a perfect place for a hypnosis congress in or-

to Basel?
Basel has a great history for learning. Basel is
not only a very beautiful old historic city; it is a
very special city in the history of humanism. Erasmus from Rotterdam, a great intellectual humanist and writer in the 14th century lived in Basel
and attracted many students. The knee of the
Rhine River runs through Basel, and it is open to
the north and the only Swiss river with access to
the sea. Because of the Rhine, Basel has always
been a city open to the foreign new world and
new ideas with a great history of development
and learning.
Basel is therefore a very special place to have a
hypnosis congress, since a congress is about having an open mind to new ideas and learning.
Basel has a lot of bridges. The motto of the congress is building bridges and travelling
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crossroads of understanding. Basel is a metaphor for openness, understanding and building
bridges. Bridges between new and old, bridges
between diﬀerent styles of living and thinking.
Why should people come to a congress?
Chance for networking. A congress is a hub for
people to meet, practice hypnosis, and exchange both, new and old ideas and knowledge. A
congress is about learning and understanding.
There is always something new to learn. It is a
good chance to discover what is going on both
in the scientific field and in the daily clinical practice. Usually you need to go to a scientific conference to get the scientific knowledge, but this
can be overwhelming for a clinician whereas in a
congress with only practical work you would often miss the scientific evidence. But in our congress the scientific part and the clinical practice
come together. It is also a chance to get new
friends and meet old friends from the hypnosis
family.
We are here at the first Asian Congress in
Mashhad as a result of a meeting in another previous Congress. It is an opportunity to start networking. We come from diﬀerent nations,
growing bigger and bigger, with nations in peace, freedom and compassion. This is ideal and
very special; we try to live this out with seeds for
new ideas and new thoughts.
How do you see Dentistry in hypnosis and
how can we improve the use?
Dentistry needs more research and young people. We need more research in hypnosis in Denti-

stry. The most important thing is to reach the universities. In hypnosis congresses it makes me
sad to see that there are too many elderly people, we really need young people. We need to reach out to the universities to get young people
involved. We must motivate universities to teach
hypnosis and get hypnosis teaching into the curricula. The president of our German Dental Society (DGZH) is now Professor in Bern, Switzerland and working to get hypnosis into the curriculum there.
We must write articles for the dental journals to
spread the knowledge of the beneficial ways you
can use hypnosis in dentistry. We must spread
knowledge about hypnosis and increase the consciousness of hypnosis among dentists. It is also a challenge to spread the knowledge about
hypnosis in press and other media in order to remind patients of the possibilities for treatment
with hypnosis.
Patients should be better informed that there is
a possibility to be treated with hypnosis. In this
way patients will ask for hypnosis and remind
dentist to be more active with hypnosis. I see
that dentists have diﬃculties to get hypnosis integrated into clinical practice. We have to remind
dentists of the use of hypnosis and provide refresher courses. Many dentists have learned to
practice hypnosis, but over time they lose the
energy to practice it.
In congresses dentists would have a chance to
refresh the use of hypnosis and be motivated to
start using hypnosis again. Dentists use hypnosis for fear and pain, but we should also oﬀer
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non-smoking hypnosis more often. Hypnosis is
also a very useful tool for treatment of bruxism in
children. Hypnosis can give children more confidence and help them to take care of themselves
in coping with stress at school and in sports.
Hypnosis is a good instrument to teach children
how to relax, gain more confidence and take better care of themselves.
On a personal level, when and how did you
start with hypnosis?
I was skeptical at first. In the year 2000 I wanted
my clinic to be perfect and was very stressed,
overworked, and had staﬀ diﬃculties. I had become something I didn´t want to be, it was not
my nature. A friend suggested to me that I
should learn hypnosis and we went together for
the curriculum in Stuttgart. There I found the tool
I was looking for and had the perfect teacher in
Albrecht Schmierer. I must admit I was a bit
skeptical when I first encountered hypnosis.
People were so happy meeting and hugging
each other. They were not using titles, “Sie” form
and last name as we are used to in Germany. I
found it a bit strange. As a dentist I wanted the
scientific evidence for hypnosis, and when I learned about this I was convinced. Hypnosis changed me. Hypnosis changed everything, my communication, my working style, my life attitude. It
was the beginning of self-development. I became co-teacher with Albrecht Schmierer and
Board member of our Society, editor of our
Hypnosis magazine and later President for two
years. I became a trainer and I participated in other education related to hypnosis. These things
brought me much more. I developed positively. I
am very grateful for this. In my clinic, we are now
happy, everything runs smoothly, we have fun

and laugh. I still practice a lot of hypnosis. My
clinic has developed into a beautiful clinic and
we are just opening a second one this autumn.
Hypnosis made a diﬀerence for patients, who
seek hypnosis.
The saying “you get the patients you deserve”
fits with this. Doors open when others close, sometimes in a strange way. It is like when you
lead somebody in hypnosis. The patient doesn´t
know where he wants to go and suddenly somehow, he suddenly knows exactly where to go.
Hypnosis is a precious and special tool. It is
much more special when you work with hypnosis. You really realize how important it is when
you see other dentists who don´t have this tool.
For me it is normal to apply hypnosis and speak
with people in a hypnotic way. It changes the
whole attitude and you treat people with a deep
respect.
How do you integrate hypnosis in your daily
clinical practice? Any advice for dentists new
in the hypnosis?
The possibility to have hypnosis is oﬀered on my
website and the phobic patients started to ask
for it. I prefer treating the patients at the end of
the day, when I have the time I need without any
rush. I educated my staﬀ how to help me, to assist in hypnosis needs special training, and this
starts with the telephone secretary at the front
desk.
Your best experience with a patient and teaching hypnosis?
It is diﬃcult to pick one, but one very touching
experience was with a religious teacher. I treated
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his dental phobia, and restored his oral system.
He came again saying: “This was so successful
can you please help me stop smoking?” He stopped smoking with hypnosis and later he returned: “You have changed my whole life! I am so
grateful. Now I have one last wish: Can you please help me to lose weight?”
This was more diﬃcult for him, as he had to
change a lot of things, his diet, his habits etc.
But he managed. After a workshop I met a participant, an Afghanistan doctor: “This was the
best day of my life.” When teaching in workshops you never know what impact it can have
on the participants. Sometimes I can´t imagine
how it can aﬀect people in their life. I am just
passing on my knowledge and experience and I
am often amazed at the impact this has on the
life of participants.
What do you think about The European Society Certificate of hypnosis?

I think it is a very good idea to have a common
certificate. When I was president of DGZH I wanted to create the possibilities for the German
speaking countries that they easily could work in
other countries without having to go through a
whole new education in hypnosis. It is good that
we can form common standards as we have
great variations in our education amongst our societies.
About European Society of hypnosis, any
ideas or wishes for the future?
May it prosper, be successful and find courageous people organizing congresses as the next
one in Basel. Michael Schekter is such a courageous man and I hope we will have many more
of these people. And I hope to see more young
colleagues and students in our rows, plenty of
them, as we do here in Iran, where one Professor, Mehdi Fathi, with his Charisma attracts
people from all over the world.
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Some readers of ESHNL might remember Xin Fang during the ISH congress in Paris in
2015, where he presented some aspects of "Hypnosis in China: ancient vs contemporary"
and "The traditional Chinese perspective on utilization". In particular, Xin Fang showed the
Chinese perspective in the use of idiograms, of ancient architecture in the use of the shape
of mountains with diﬀerent physical characteristics and of their traditional medicine. Since
then, I have had the opportunity to meet her in her hometown of Beijing and to admire her
capacity as organizer, with Bernhard Trenkle, of the "1st Chinese Congress of Clinical
Hypnosis and International Forum of the Hypnotherapy Summit" in 2017. I then met her twice more as a caring organizer of the Erickson Hypnosis Training program which reached
the thirteenth edition. She is a kind and gentle woman able to harmonize her feminine side
of "mother" of Chinese hypnosis and her goal-oriented masculine side: a logical and passionate person, who knows what she wants and how to achieve it with the collaboration of
others.
pist, supervisor, trainer and organizer of professional psychotherapy training programs in the
past 30 years. I won a scholarship from German
Academic and Cultural Exchange Center
(Deutscher Akademischer Austausch Dienst,
DAAD) in 2000 and studied in Germany as a doctoral student jointly supervised by Chinese and
German supervisors from 2000 to 2002. Over
the past 20 years, I have been committed to introducing advanced psychotherapeutic schools
and methods all over the world to my Chinese
colleagues, and one of them is Ericksonian
hypnosis.

Please can you introduce yourself for the European readers of ESH Newsletter
Dear colleagues in Europe, my name is Xin Fang
and I am very glad to have this opportunity to introduce myself and my work. I am now the director of the Center of Psychological Counseling
and Psychotherapy in Peking University Hospital
in China. I have been working as a psychothera-

In China, I also serve in two leading Chinese professional organizations, the Chinese Mental
Health Association (CMHA), and the Chinese
Psychological Society (CPS), including the board
member of standing committee of CMHA, the
vice chairman of CBT Committee of CMHA, the
vice chairman of Psychological Counselor Committee of CMHA, the board member of Psychological Counseling and Psychotherapy Committee, as well as the founding leader of Hypnotherapy Group of this committee. I’m also among
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the first group of registered supervisors recognized by the Registration System for Professional Organizations and Individual Practitioners in
Clinical and Counseling Psychology of CPS and
now is a member of Ethics Committee of the registration system of CPS. I also founded the
couple therapy group under the Psychological
Counseling and Psychotherapy and Counseling
Special Committee of CPS. Meanwhile, I also
serve as a specialist for the National Health Commission the Ministry of Education, the Beijing
Municipal Public Security Bureau, and the
Psychological Service Center for National Civil
Servants. I am a behavioral therapist and hypnotherapist. My other therapeutic specialties includes couple and family therapy, as well as crisis
intervention and trauma therapy.
How you started being interested in hypnosis? What is your background? Your current
specialization? Your current position in your
Chinese association and also within the ISH
Board?
As you may know, there was a political movement in China from 1966 to 1976, which was called the “Cultural Revolution”. During that period
of time, Mao Zedong thought was used to treat
schizophrenia and obsessive-compulsive disorder patients. After China stated to reform and
opening up in the 1980s, a group of German teachers, including Margarete Haass-Wiesegart,
Fritz Simon and Gunthe Schmidt organized a Sino-German continuous training program on
psychotherapy in China, which was regarded as
the real beginning of modern psychotherapy in
China.

The first Sino-German continuous training program on psychotherapy was held between 1997
and 1999, during which more than 100 colleagues were selected from over 500 applicants nationwide to participate in three groups: psychoanalysis group, behavioral-hypnosis therapy
group and family therapy group. I was fortunate
enough to participate in behavioral-hypnosis therapy group taught by Professor Dirk Revenstorf.
My understanding of hypnosis at the time was,
“How can we modern educated women learn
this kind of superstition?” However, after experiencing Professor Dirk Revenstorf’s wonderful
voice of doing hypnosis, I realized my previous
prejudice on hypnosis and began to follow the
path of Ericksonian hypnosis.
I completed my undergraduate and postgraduate studies in psychology in School of Psychological and Cognitive Sciences, Peking University,
which is one of the top universities in China. After three years of study in Sino-German continuous training program on psychotherapy I was
lucky to be recommended by German teachers
and won the scholarship from German Academic and Cultural Exchange Center (Deutscher
Akademischer Austausch Dienst, DAAD). Therefore, I went to Germany as a joint doctoral student and studied in Heidelberg University and
Tuebingen University. After two years of study, I
returned to China. For the two years, I realized
the need for learning and developing of Chinese
psychotherapy. I am committed to introducing
advanced treatment concepts and techniques to
my colleagues in China.
With the strong support of Bernhard Trenkle, a
famous hypnosis trainer in Germany and now
the president of International Society of Hypno-
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sis, I began to organize Erickson Hypnosis Training program. I organized so far 13 rounds of international clinical hypnosis continuous training
programs from 2008 to the end of 2019. Many
famous hypnotists from all over the world were
invited, such as Professor Camilo Loriedo and
Consuelo Casula from Italy, Gunthe Schmidt
from Germany, Mark Jensen from the United States, Woltemade Hartman from South Africa, Kris
Kliajs from Poland. More than 800 professionals
from 31 municipalities, provinces and autonomous regions in China successfully completed
their courses and obtained clinical hypnosis certificates. By July 2019, we have 527 oﬃcially registered members who work as mental health professionals from medical institutions, universities,
private clinics, basic education departments, government departments, public security organs
and media. In 2017, with the strong support of
the International Society of Hypnosis (ISH) and
all its board members, my team and I successfully held the “1st Chinese Congress of Clinical
Hypnosis and International Hypnotherapy Summit Forum” with nearly 1.000 participants. At the
congress, we established the Chinese Erickson
Institute, which is the only institution in China recognized by ISH. I serve as the founding president. We also invited all the board members to
serve as members of “International Scientific Advisory Committee of Chinese Erickson Institute”.
We notice that hypnosis is an ambiguous job,
and it’s still a highly mystified and controversial
discipline. Therefore, in order to facilitate the
healthy development of clinical Ericson hypnosis
in China, our institute adheres to the following
three principles, science, ethics and culture.

We also actively organized Chinese colleagues
to participate in the international hypnosis conferences. In 2012, 12 Chinese members went to
Bremen, 35 went to Paris in 2015 and 47 went
to Montreal in 2018. In Montreal, I was elected
as one of the board members of International Society of Hypnosis. I still remember my campaign
speech clearly: “I’m not only representing myself. Standing behind me are 5.000 years of Chinese history and 1.3 billion Chinese people. We
are willing to share the cultural treasures and life
wisdom throughout Chinese history with our colleagues from all over the world on the platform
of the International Society of Hypnosis!”
You also teach at the University, tell us something about your teaching experience in
the University field, what you like best as a teacher
I teach at Peking University and also do a lot of
psychotherapy training all over the country. Han
Yu, a renowned scholar in Tang Dynasty once
said, “A teacher should propagate the doctrine,
impart professional knowledge and resolve
doubts.” My 30-year career is also divided into
three stages. At the beginning of my career, my
goal was to become an excellent psychotherapist and help others to help themselves. After I
made some achievements in my specialty, my
goal was changed to become an excellent trainer and teach young colleagues to become
psychotherapists. Right now, my goal is to focus
on helping to create standardized criterion of professional performance and to enhance the quality of the management of the mental health profession.
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Teaching benefits teachers as well as students.
As a teacher and trainer, I do enjoy witnessing
the growth of young colleagues. The teacher-student relationship transforms into friendship and
the relationship of colleagues, with the growth of
both parties.
I think our work is particularly meaningful. It
helps others to help themselves on an individual
level. From a social perspective, the rapid development of Chinese society not only increases
the sense of well-being of our people, but also
creates new confusions and challenges. As mental health professionals, our work helps to stabilize the society and improve people’s well-being.
You are also a great organizer of hypnotic
congresses and workshops. I remember June
2017 your great congress in Beijing and now
the workshop also in Beijing. Tell us how and
when you started, what gives you satisfaction, what is a diﬀerence between organizing
a congress and organizing a workshop, what
you like best and wat you have learned so far
as organizer.
The first time that I served as a main staﬀ member in organizing large-scale workshops on
psychotherapy was the second week of the intensive training of the first Sino-German program. It was the autumn of 1997, when I helped
Professor Qian Mingyi of Peking University to organize this training program. I remember that I
loved organizational work very much at that
time. I drove my own private car (there were few
private cars in China at that time) and did a lot of

work for free. I was full of enthusiasm and had a
lot fun.
To organize a high-quality training workshop, the
first step is to invite excellent foreign teachers,
usually with both strong theoretical knowledge
and rich practical experiences. Meanwhile, the
success of the project is directly related to the
quality of translation. I would like to make a special introduction to the translator of our program,
Dr. Gao Jun, who is now the vice-director of Department of Psychology in Fudan university,
Shanghai. She’s not only proficient in English
and Chinese, but also a professional. So her translation is accurate and easy to understand. She
contributed a lot to the success of the project! In
addition, selecting participants of similar professional capacities, which fits well with the requirement of program, is also very important. Finally,
as an organizer, I also need to empathize with
diﬀerent groups of people in the project, such as
foreign teachers, Chinese teachers, translators,
trainees, hotel staﬀs, conference staﬀ etc., so
that I can coordinate the needs of all parties.
What gives me the greatest satisfaction are participants’ satisfaction and their professional
growth! I hope that through my team’s eﬀorts,
we are able to provide opportunities for participants to gain professional knowledge and skills
in a safe setting and comfortable environment. I
think the organizer of workshops serve as a safe
container for participants so that they can grow
up in a comfortable way. Of course, it’s impossible for everyone to be comfortable all the time.
My team and I need to listen to criticism and
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feedback with an open mind. We should change
what can be changed, accept what can’t be
changed, and have the wisdom to distinguish
between them. Sometimes, in order to protect
the interests of most people, a few of them may
be oﬀended. They may be dissatisfied and attack me and the organization. These are the
things that an organizer must bear.
Over the past 20 years, in addition to hypnosis
training programs, I also organized a variety of
continuous training programs, such as the international psychodynamic couple and family therapy programs, CBT training programs, German
behavioral therapy programs, ego-state therapy
programs, and body approach on trauma therapy programs. Generally speaking, hypnosis
training programs were relatively easy to organize, which may be related to its therapeutic philosophy. Ericksonian therapeutic philosophy of
“utilization” means that any symptoms, weird
ideas, behaviors and habits of clients’ can be
used to bring about positive changes in their living conditions. So the overall atmosphere of
hypnosis training is relatively relaxed. Teachers
are very relaxed and students are less anxious.
However, since hypnosis is still a highly mystified and controversial discipline in China, some
colleagues in mental health field connect hypnosis with superstitions, or with entertainment,
which doesn’t correspond with principles of
scientific and clinical hypnosis. When we organize workshops, we should pay more attention to
these potential misunderstandings and abuse to
enhance the adherence of professional ethics.

There are diﬀerences between organizing congresses and organizing workshops. Organizing
congresses requires higher comprehensive
judgment and coordination abilities.
We need to communicate and cooperate with
more people, including foreign and Chinese experts, conference service companies, volunteers, hotels and our own team members. Organizing large-scale congresses requires excellent
teamwork. I feel very lucky that we have formed
a great team in recent years. In addition to Dr.
Gao Jun, who is in charge of academics and
translation, there is also Dr. Wang Ting, who is a
very important member of our team. As the director of Psychological Consulting Center of Nanjing University of Chinese Medicine and the Secretary General of Chinese Erickson Institute, he
contributes a lot in the development our institute. A conference can’t succeed without all the
team members’ hard work!
You are also a therapist using hypnosis. Can
you share with us how you use hypnosis with
your patients, when you select to use hypnosis or you prefer not to use it, what kind of patients usually come to you, what they want
from you and how you help them.
Ericksonian style of communication is everywhere in my clinical work, teaching, as well as daily
life. In the clinical sessions, if the patient specifically requests hypnotherapy or does not reject
hypnosis, I will invite her to enter the hypnotic
state. However, some patients, usually those hi-
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ghly educated, are very intellectualized. They process information mainly at the cognitive level,
which means they often ignore the responses at
the emotional, physical and behavioral levels.
Working with them, I will not do classical hypnotherapy, otherwise it will cause unpleasant feelings in the patients. I would do conversational
hypnosis, such as talking about a scientific research, explaining the relationship between cognitive processing and its relationship to emotion, body, etc., to facilitate the patients’ transforming their usual ways of processing to other levels of information processing. I may also tell a
metaphorical story to let them think in the story.
Hypnotic communication is everywhere outside
clinical settings as well. For example, in the workshop of psychodynamic family therapy training
that we just held, some of the trainees were disappointed with the training module of "Emotional Experience Learning Group". Their disappointment was part of the normal responses to
that specific workshop. The trainees complained
to me since I was the workshop organizer, and I
encouraged them by saying, "If you like, you
might try to have a diﬀerent experience by doing
it a diﬀerent way. You have expressed dissatisfaction to me alone, you have expressed it
amongst the trainees, you may also want to express it to your group leader in the group setting. Maybe by doing so, diﬀerent feelings would
appear, and you could see diﬀerent scenery." Later, several trainees told me that after they expressed their anger in the group, diﬀerent feelings did emerge and they really saw diﬀerent
scenery. Here, I used direct suggestions but in a
gentle way. These hypnotic communications can
be done anytime, anywhere.

Most of the patients I receive in my center are
suitable for psychological counseling and
psychotherapy. We do not see psychotic patients. Most patients come to us for their anxiety
and depressive symptoms, psychological traumas, psychosomatic disorders… Generally, they
come to visit us for problems in interpersonal relationships, workplace problems, marriage and
family problems, parenting education, self-exploration…
I have been in this field for over 30 years, and indeed there are great changes in my therapeutic
style at diﬀerent stages. The only thing that remains unchanged is my love of learning. In China, psychoanalysis has great influence due to
historical reasons. There are a large number of
therapists who believe that only psychoanalysis
is real psychotherapy and against all the other
schools. I personally am very interested in almost all approaches. I myself have been trained
in psychoanalysis therapy, behavioral therapy,
family therapy, trauma therapy, couple therapy,
group therapy, as well as crisis intervention,
ego-state therapy, etc. I am an "omnivore". For
me, diﬀerent schools look at human nature just
as we apply diﬀerent disciplines (literature, mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, music,
painting, etc.) to look at the world. I draw nutrition from diﬀerent schools, integrate them, and
formulate a unique treatment plan based on the
actual situation of each patient.
Among all schools, Ericksonian Hypnotherapy is
indeed very unique. Its resource-oriented and utilization principles have a great impact on my clinical work and personal life. Whenever I am in
negative mood such as frustration, despair and
sadness, "resource-oriented" and "utilization
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principle" will come to my mind. I benefit from it
and use this wisdom to influence my patient, students, colleagues, empowering myself and others.
Since Montreal ISH congress 2018 you are
ISH board member, how do you like this experience? How do you fell the relationship with
the other women of the group, Katalin Varga
and Cecilia Fabre?
This is a very special experience in my life. I have many professional positions in China. This
time I was honored to be elected as one of the
seven board members of the ISH, which means I
am heading for the international academic arena. I remember that at the International Hypnosis Congress more than 60 representatives from
over 30 countries attended and voted after
about 10 candidates delivered their campaign
speeches. The most important part of my
speech is: I am not campaigning on my own behalf, standing behind me are 1.3 billion people
and 5.000 years of Chinese culture! China is an
ancient country with rich cultural resources and
abundant wisdom for survival. We are willing to
introduce cultural treasures and survival wisdom
from China to the international hypnosis family.
We also need to learn from other cultures in the
international hypnosis family and introduce
advanced international clinical hypnotherapy experience to our domestic counterparts. My high
votes were not my own honor. It was the result
of years of hard work by our team of Chinese
Erickson Institute (CEI) and all registered members. Meanwhile we also realized that it’s still a
long way to go. Katalin and Cecilia are both outstanding women in my opinion. Professor Kata-

lin Varga from Hungary, whom I like very much
and I also invited her to the first Chinese Clinical
Hypnosis Congress in 2017. She also organizes
large international Congresses. What I admire
most is her research achievements. Since I have
little contact with Cecilia Fabre, I don't know her
that well, but I know her mother. I was invited to
give a keynote speech at the 2015 ISH Paris
Congress where her mother was the host. This
beautiful lady introduced me, talked about her
understanding of my report, and spoke highly of
it. I think she is a very intelligent and elegant woman.
There is an old Chinese saying: “Blue is extracted from the indigo plant, but is bluer
than it”. I believe Cecilia will catch up with her
mother and surpass her mother.
You make a trio of the three nice women in a
group of 8 men. I imagine you are accostumed to work in a group full of men. Can you
tell us the diﬀerence you are discovering
between working in China as a woman and
working in an international group as ISH as a
woman?
This is a very good question; this question arouses many associations and makes me want to
smile. The ISH now has 7 board members, together with its former, current, president-designate
and treasurer, we comprise an 11-member standing committee, of which three are women.
What I want to say in particular is that I feel very
good! Here, I feel that I am respected and treated equally in my work. At the same time, I feel
that I am a woman! However, in Chinese culture,
the cultural phenomenon of men being superior
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to women has lasted for thousands of years, while in some situation, some women have become
"women being superior to men" in revenge. In
short, "equality between men and women" still
has a long way to go in China. Sometimes, men
and women are not quite able to and are not
used to treating each other "equally". In the
workplace, it is almost impossible for a woman
with feminized thinking and behavior to reach
leadership. Such a woman will be loved by men,
but men can’t accept her as his superior. Only
those women whose are masculine or at least
neutrally minded and behave, will men allow
such women to enter leadership positions. Men
will respect and even fear these women leaders,
as if children are afraid of their mothers, that is,
women are above men. Therefore, women in leadership positions often feel that they are "neither
male or female."
In the international environment, I think there is a
big gap at this point. In ISH, from the past 11
years’ experience, there are many good male trainers, such as Bernhard, Camillo, Kris, Gunther,
Woltemade, Mark, Enayat, and many other excellent female trainers, such as Consuelo. Working
with them is a very enjoyable experience. I can
learn a lot from them. They are both teachers
and friends to me. Western male trainers are humorous who can make woman laugh during the
work, making them feel like a woman. At the same time, women can feel respected and equal at
work. Only when men are men can women become women. On the other hand, it can also be
said that only when women are women can men
be men.
Are you willing to tell us something about
your private life as a daughter, a wife and as a

mother? How you harmonize the diﬀerent roles in your personal and professional life?
I think this is a good question and it has always
been an important issue for me. My ambition is
not so strong. Before my son was 18 years old, I
enjoyed my family time very much. I bought vegetable, cooked, did the cleaning and other household chores, took care of my parents and inlaws, that is, four senior citizens, and sponsored
them to travel every year. At that time, I gave up
many opportunities to become “famous” in order to take care of the family. Then, television
still a very important media method. I gave up
the invitation of presenting myself at famous
psychological programs. I knew very well that
"the growth of my son will not wait for me" and
"the aging of my parents and in-laws will not
wait for me". I concentrated on accumulating my
professional knowledge and skills and on playing the roles of "daughter", "wife" and "mother".
Those 20 years was a quite happy period of time
in my life. However, in the past five years, my career developed rapidly, with professional roles
occupying a large amount of time instead of the
roles of "daughter", "wife" and "mother". My son
is an adult and doesn't need too much care from
his mother. However, my parents and in-laws enter their 80s, they need more care. My professional role takes up too much time. The most important thing is that I didn’t take enough care of myself. My body is seriously overburden. My life is
really out of balance and requires me to adjust
slowly.
After 30 years of career, I feel that "balance" and
"development" are the key words. We should balance professional roles and other roles, and this
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balance is constantly developing and changing.
Balance grows out of development and development grows out of balance. The Germans
used to say to me in German, Du hast ein grosses Herz; Americans would say you have a big
heart; And the Chinese would say, your heart is
really big. When I heard three languages saying
the same thing to me, it really triggered my selfreflection, did I have too many things in my
heart? I have come to realize that there has always been a wronged little girl in my heart. She
wants to travel, read in the sun, listen to music,
drink tea, beautify her room and oﬃce, and
travel around the world with her loved ones …
Therefore, besides balancing various roles in development, the most important thing is the "balance" in her "development" both inside and outside, and the "development" in her "balance"
both inside and outside.
Bernhard says that you might organize the
ISH congress in 2024. What are your dreams
about that?
At present, China attaches great importance to
mental health both on the central government
level and the local government level. At the end
of 2016, 22 ministries and commissions of China
jointly issued the “Guidance on Strengthening
Mental Health Services”. All levels of government have greatly increased their financial support in the field of mental health, which greatly
promoted the development of mental health. Under such a favorable environment, the practice
of clinical hypnotherapy has also developed rapidly in the domestic professional field. We hope
to have more opportunities to communicate with
our international colleagues and speak out in the

international professional field. Therefore, Chinese Erickson Institute plans to apply for hosting
the 2024 International Congress for Hypnosis.
China has a famous saying: Do not forget your
beginner’s mind, so as to achieve your final goal.
The original intention of CEI is to bring international advanced experience to China and introduce
Chinese cultural treasures to more international
colleagues and friends. The purpose of our Congress is to set up such a platform for communication, which must abide by the three principles
of "science, ethics and culture". We at CEI are
very confident about this. In 2020, we plan to
hold the 2nd China Clinical Hypnotherapy Congress and International Clinical Hypnosis Summit Forum which has entered the preparatory stage. In 2022, we plan to hold the 2nd Asian Congress for Hypnosis and the 3rd China Clinical
Congress for Hypnosis. We do have a lot to offer, including a united and eﬃcient working team,
a powerful group of international trainers, a
strong Chinese academic committee, a large registered member group, coupled with attractive
China's rich cuisine culture and tourism resources, high-quality… We believe that we will attract a large number of domestic and foreign colleagues to attend the Congress in Beijing. We also look forward to meeting you in Beijing in
2024!
Welcome to Beijing!
Welcome to China!
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Ego State Therapy with the Body
Two introductory examples from my own work experience can illustrate how helpful it can be to include the body in psychotherapy, and how ego
state therapy can be combined quite naturally
with body approaches such as Somatic Experiencing trauma therapy.
In our first meeting, a 52 year- old female client in
a managerial capacity is on the verge of breaking
down, due to severe workplace bullying and constant overwork, and is suﬀering from severe
fears. She reports severe emotional neglect and a
lack of parental care in early childhood. In the
first session, she is overwhelmed with feelings of
fear. The therapist asks for her permission to
speak directly to the frightened ego state, a four
year- old girl who is all on her own. The therapist
then explains to the little one that it is over, that
now she has the power to change that memory
and her immediate environment, in a way that
she feels good, safe and cared for. The four yearold settles in a meadow where the sun is shining,
where she can run around lightheartedly, where a
kind woman and a caring man play with her and
give her safety, love and appreciation. She then
goes on to create a safe boundary of glas around
this safe meadow, having been invited by the therapist to do so. The client settles and feels relieved. As an additional stabilising measure, to take
distance from the overwhelming feelings, the therapist invites the client to meet her inner observer: “The fact that you can speak about your
thoughts, feelings and body sensations shows
that you can observe them. So, you are more
than those fears. Imagine standing behind yourself, putting one hand on your shoulder and observing yourself acceptingly. Can you do that?”

The client withdraws to that «position of an obeserver», calming down even more. The distance
was good for her. Therapist: “Whenever it gets
too much, you can withdraw to that position of
an observer and watch from a distance”. After
that, the client feels relieved, relaxed, with a pleasant feeling in her chest.
In the second session, the four year-old still feels
safe and cared for in her meadow. However, the
client is suﬀering from an Urangst (primeval fear),
threatening to throw her oﬀ her feet. When the
therapist invites her to explore this fear and the
body sensations associated with it, she feels
powerless, incapable of action, she is overcome
by an enormous fear, undefinable and unfathomable, a very small ego state, a baby alone in the
cellar. She lacks the words, she is completely helpless, caught up in these diﬀuse sensations. Since her level of arousal is very high and she no longer feels her body, the therapist asks for her permission to sit next to her and to touch her on her
shoulder. At the same time, the therapist soothes
the baby, also explaining to her: “This is not happening now. You are safe now. You are not alone.
I am with you. It is over!” Her soothing voice gives the adult client (and her baby ego state, of
course) containment, and she starts settling. Now
and then the therapist lets her pause and asks
about her body sensations: “What is it like now?“
After a few minutes she starts feeling her body
and her physical boundaries. The therapist asks
the client: Who could hold the baby and protect
it? She is so terribly lonely! With the support of
the therapist, suggesting diﬀerent possibilities of
how to care for the baby, she begins to describe
a mother figure, first tentatively, then more and
more accurately, who is relating to the baby a
hundred percent, nourishing, holding, protecting
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and giving it warmth, comfort and safety. As the
baby has everything it needs and has also understood that it will always be like that from now on,
the therapist asks the client how she feels. Her
sensation and state have completely changed.
“Light, cheerful, strong, invulnerable”, is how
she describes how she feels. “Nothing can
knock me over!” The therapist writes these sentences on a piece of paper which she hands
over to the client at the end of the session. The
client, now completely in her adult state, cannot
quite trust those new feelings and sensations
yet. It is untterly understandable that she and
the baby need time and continuity for this big
change. The mother figure must keep proving
and showing on the inner stage that she is there.
The baby still needs to be greatly appreciated by
the therapist for its great suﬀering and for how
terrible it was to be without body contact to the
mother. The therapist assures the baby that it
cannot be blamed, that that should not have happened and that, like every baby, it has a right to
be loved and cared for. She ads: »You are utterly loveable just the way you are. I am happy
that, at last, you are safe, the way you always
would have deserved it!« In the following session, the client reports being quasi “transformed” since last time«.
This case study clearly shows how important a
supportive therapeutic relationship is for selfsoothing through coregulation, especially when
the client is overwhelmed by younger or preverbal ego states and existential fear, as in this case. Coregulation happens here through being
present, holding out and containment (Bion
1970). The psychoanalyst Wilfred Bion sugge-

sted a model for therapeutic interaction that
leans on the mother-child relationship. According to this, coregulation happens through containment, just as a child projects overwhelming
feelings onto the mother and can then understand and handle them. The mother reflects
them back to the child in a way that allows it to
tolerate its feelings. Along these lines, in hypnosomatic ego state therapy, the existentially threatened ego states flooded with panic are accompanied in a soothing way, through a pleasant prosody of the voice and sometimes also with a few
carefully applied touches, pausing and a mindful
perception, so they can realise that “it is over”,
that the clients are now in a safe place and can
build their inner environment according to their
own wishes, till they feel fully safe and protected. Bion (1970) suggested that a «triangulating place» in the therapists is needed for this
process of containment, a so-called «thinking
container» in which they can process and interpret the material received, predigest it as it were,
before reflecting it back to the client.
Hypnosomatic ego state therapy takes this a
step further. By emphasizing mindful sensory perception, an observer ego state, inner observer,
who helps to take distance from intrusive
overwhelming feelings, is activated in order to
promote stability and autonomy in the client.
In the sessions following this section, the client
was shown additional soothing breathing techniques and a tapping technique according to Michael Bohne (2010). For support and coregulaby F.C.
tion in her daily life, she was givenImage
security
giving trances (»inner strength« by Frederick and
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Phillips, cf. McNeal and Frederick 1993 or Phillips a. Frederick 2015, and the “trance for self-regulation and integration through pendulation/synchronism” presented in the last chapter) which
were spoken on her mobile phone. She can listen to these recordings in between sessions,
which she feels is especially helpful given the difficult situations that she keeps having to face in
everyday life. Thus, the client can constantly improve and increase her abilities to self-regulate
and slowly find a more stable balance.
The Solution «Emerges»
With another excerpt, we want to show how a
preverbal ego state can be helped to express on
a body level through a somatic bridge, and how
via unvolontary physical processes happening, a
solution for an innerpsychic predicament can
just “emerge”. This requires that a safe therapeutic relationship has already been established and
that there is permission to act out body impulses
accurately, letting it happen while both client and
therapist attend the process in a mindful and positively curious way.
The client, in her mid-fourties, let us call her Mrs.
Y, wants to work on her extreme aversion
against her mother or rather get rid of it. The therapist asks her to imagine a situation where she
experienced aversion and to feel into it, and then
to describe as accurately as possible what it is
like for her. Client: “I feel like yelling. I bite my
cheeks, everything is contracting, tensing up, I
see my mother in the color of clay. I am about to
throw up!” She starts to choke. Therapist: “Just
stay with it and observe your body sensations …
May I speak directly to this tensed up part?”
Client: “Yes.” Therapist: “What shall I call you?”
No answer. The client: “She is still very small.”

The therapist makes a suggetion: “Shall I call
you ›Everything-is-contracting‹?” – She nods.
Therapist: “Everyhing-is-contracting, I have
heard from Mrs. Y. that you feel very much disgusted by your mother. Somehow, you feel threatened, she scares you.” The client nods. Therapist:
“Now listen carefully: This is not happening now.
It is over. You are safe now. This is a memory stored in your brain and in your body. And you can
now change that memory. You have the power
and the right to change this memory until you
feel completely comfortable. For instance, you
can shrink your mother until she is the size of a
pea, you can put her further away until she no
longer disgusts you. Make her small and create
distance!” – Client: “I’m not able to think yet!”
Therapist: “What does your body want? What
do you feel?” The client’s feet and hands twitch
nearly imperceptibly. The therapist picks up on
that: “Mind the smallest impulses, Everything-iscontracting, your body knows exactly what has
to be done. Just let it happen, slowly, in slow motion. Let your body do what it has always wanted to do, but was not able to do then … What
does your body want?” Client: “It wants to kick.
But it doesn’t dare to yet.” Therapist: “Then imagine that it is kicking, in slow motion, very slowly, give yourself and your body all the time you
need …”After a few minutes, the client’s hands
and feet start moving (her feet are on a cushion).
The therapist goes to the client and holds the
cushion so that the kicking feet now encounter
resistance. Therapist: “Very good. Slowly. Give
your body time to release. Slowly so that you
can always feel what it is like. Very good. That’s
it!” – The client starts making struggling moveImage by F.C.
ments with her hands and feet, first tentatively,
then more and more clearly and strongly, a defensive struggling in slow motion. The therapist
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oﬀers resistance at the feet, supporting and
slowing things down by saying: “Very slowly, very good, even slower.” When the client’s
breathing stops: “And – breathe! Just keep
breathing easily! That’s it! And now feel again
what it feels like now!” The therapist can feel
that a lot of energy and strength is released. She
invites the client to pause now and, again, to
track what she is feeling. Therapist: “Only you
know for how long your body has to repeat that,
how long it takes until it is ok.” When being asked during one of the pauses, what it is like, the
client answers: »I feel like a beetle on its back,
but I have a lot of strength. There is a golden
egg around me protecting me, a safe boundary
for me, my back is connected to the egg, I am
like a scarab. I can defend myself. At last I am
protected and free.« Therapist: “Does the name
Everything-is-contracting” still fit now?” The
client’s answer is no. Therapist: “What can I call
you?” Client: “Golden Beetle.” Therapist: “Do
you need anything else, Golden Beetle?” – After
the client has said no, the therapist adresses the
adult client of today: “What is it like now, Mrs.
Y.?” Client: “I am still in the feeling of gold. It is
very pleasant.” The therapist asks her to go
back and feel into the situation at the beginning
of the session, when she was feeling so much
disgust towards her mother. Therapist: “How is
it now?” Client: “Everything is much further
away.”
When the client puts herself in the «situation of
disgust», her body reacts immediately and very
violently. She feels like screaming, the baby’s
scream of protest, »biting«, an early defense reaction, everything is contracting, her body assumes a position of protection or rather freezes,

also a defense reaction, in service of her self-protection and, ultimately, her survival. Here, we see
a very young preverbal ego state responsible for
the feelings of disgust towards the mother. Since
at this age visual images are still missing, they
must first be created. You could also do this with
creative artistic means. However, the therapist
contacts the frozen ego state in defense and disgust, directly on a body level. This »baby ego
state« cannot run away from the mother’s invasive behaviour. And it cannot defend itself with kicking, since it depends on the mother for survival.
So, there is nothing else for her to do but to remain there, to freeze, generating tightness and
disgust. Both are symptoms of the defensive
energy mobilized for a flight reaction but unable
to be acted out and now trapped in the body.
This energy can be made to flow and release by
attending to it, slowing things down and providing safety. The therapist staying firm and unwavering, the client and her baby ego state can feel
their own power disengaging from the tightness
and now feel even more “empowered” through
the safe boundaries.
“The fear is separated from the paralyzing freeze,
so that the intense energies bound in a state of
immobility can be freed and the muscular tension is released” (Levine P. 1998.)
Also, by speaking directly into the system, the
therapist informs the baby ego state remaining
in the past (Watkins u. Watkins 2003) that the suffering, helplessness and dependency are over
and that it is now free and able to determine by
itself what it wants to do. As the baby ego state
begins to feel its power, images start arising: the
scarab with the golden egg protecting it. The tensed-up baby becomes the golden beetle. This is
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a clear example of how, by including the body,
preverbal ego states which can sometimes not
express themselves with words, can have a lasting corrective experience in a relatively short
time and can develop, if nourished later in life.
Here, the baby ego state reaches a higher level
of development and with that the ability for
imagination.Subsequently, the physical and emotional eﬀects of the therapeutic sequence are tested with the «body test», i.e. the client is invited
to remember the triggering situation and to perceive her current body sensations which are
much more immediate than her thoughts. If they
have clearly changed in the direction of more relief and relaxation, a step towards healing has
been made. Emmerson (2015, p. 61) refers to
this as the imagery check, when checking the
immediately noticeable physical feedback to the
visualization of the originally upsetting situation
or memory. With the imagery check, you can
test whether the situation is now experienced as
being emotionally safer, or whether another
round is necessary until all traumatic energy has
been released from the system. When, after the
treatment, the above-mentioned client mentally
re-enters the situation with the symptom, she
feels calm and distanced instead of feeling the
intense feelings of disgust.

stable. Therefor, if you want the eﬀects to last,
just talking is not enough. The client should experience change so that new connections can
be consolidated in the brain. First, the inner feeling changes, and then the behavior. Current
techniqes used in hypno- and ego state therapy
sometimes do not suﬃce to access immature
and undeveloped parts because they do not have the language or power of imagination. You
can see this with Mrs. Y.. When the body is included, these preverbal states can be accessed directly and easily, and the therapist can communicate with them via the body because body sensations and movements are sometimes the only
way for them to express.

Change Happens Through the Body
When ego state therapy is enhanced with body
approaches, we can see such impressive and
lasting changes. Normally, there are clear changes in the inner state towards more settling, reduction of symptoms and healing, sometimes
even quite soon, if the clients are somewhat
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Connection with the
Milton Erickson
Foundation

By
Marilia Baker
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Dear ESHNL Colleagues,
By the time this issue of the ESH Newsletter is published, the Milton H. Erickson Foundation’s
13th International Congress on Ericksonian Approaches to Hypnosis & Psychotherapy will have
concluded. From the scheduled Pre-Conference on December 11th to the Post-Conference on
December 16th, intellectual heirs of Milton H. Erickson from all over the world will have gathered
in Phoenix, Arizona, cradle of Ericksonian approaches to hypnosis and psychotherapy.
As stated by the Foundation, the Erickson Congress has been held since 1980 to recognize and
advance the contributions of Milton H. Erickson and his intellectual heirs to the field. “In the four
decades since the Congress began, this gathering of creative thinkers has transformed the practice of psychotherapists worldwide.”
Seven of those intellectual heirs of Dr. Erickson are scheduled to deliver keynote speeches: Robert Dilts, Roxanna Erickson Klein, Stephen Gilligan, Stephen Lankton, Scott D. Miller, Bill O’Hanlon and Michael Yapko.
Clinicians, researchers, students, and other practitioners of hypnosis and psychotherapy will have enjoyed 96 workshops, 22 clinical demonstrations, plus other activities. By December 16, attendees will have interacted and learned from a stellar local and international Faculty, among
them the Europeans Consuelo Casula, Camillo Loriedo, Gunther Schmidt, Krysztof Klajs, Woltemade Hartman, Susy Signer-Fischer, Christine Guilloux, and Bernhard Trenkle.
The sui-generis feature of this 13th Congress is that it is to be the last of its kind. Jeﬀ Zeig, Founder Director of the Erickson Foundation, has shared the rationale for this fact, stating that the
Foundation is responding to attendees needs in this changing world of clinical practice. Therefore, the Foundation is developing other training and educational programs, as stated by Jeﬀ Zeig:
“In the Middle Ages, Chaucer wrote: All good things must come to an end – and although this
will be the Foundation’s last Erickson Congress, good [new] things are around the corner. We
are growing and developing in other areas” he says, “and this requires some pruning. Our focus
is shifting to accommodate the market, which means, among other things, we will be expanding
our online education, and providing more targeted educational programs.” (further see Foundation Celebrates Last Congress https://www.erickson-foundation.org/newsletter/).
As an invited Faculty of Erickson congresses for many years and of this historic last one in particular I will be sharing with you, in March 2020, the highlights of the 13th Congress and its grand
finale! Thank you.
Friends gather at a well-tended place, and together they prepare a way for Humanity
(Confucius)
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The British Society of Medical
and Dental Hypnosis – Scotland
(BSMDH)

By
Kathleen Long

Stirling - Photo by F.C.

BSMDH held its autumn meeting at the

Hypnosis and Ericksonian Psychotherapy

Stirling Highland Hotel on 4th and 5th Oc-

(SIIPE), Board Member of SII (Italian Socie-

tober and we were not disappointed. The

ty of Hypnosis) and Advisory Board Mem-

weekend was dedicated to Ericksonian

ber of “Ipnosi – Rivista Italiana di Ipnosi Cli-

techniques.

nica Sperimentale”, oﬃcial publication of

We were delighted to have

two fantastic presenters to deliver what

Italian Society of Hypnosis. Fabio delive-

was a masterclass in Ericksonian hypno-

red an outstanding day where he introdu-

sis. On Saturday we had Fabio Carnevale

ced us all to Ericksonian therapy which pa-

a Psychologist and Psychotherapist with

ved the path for our second day so that we

20 years of private practice in the field of

all had a good understanding of the Erick-

clinical hypnosis. Fabio is also Teacher

sonian way.

and Supervisor of the Italian School of

presenter and this came across to all the

Fabio is a very charismatic
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attendees. He soldiered on despite a

dered the most important conferences in

heavy viral infection, which he brought

the history of psychotherapy. Jeﬀ’s work-

from Italy!

shop was titled ‘Evocative Approaches to

His Scottish education included a lecture
on the diﬀerence between a ‘wee breeze’
and a howling wind when we paid a short
visit to Loch Lomond. Fabio was a hard
act to follow but who could do it better
than the master of Ericksonian hypnosis

Change’ which included three evocative
orientations to psychotherapy, utilization,
using metaphor and strategic development. Watching Jeﬀ in full flow at such
close quarters was indeed watching a master of his art.

himself, Jeﬀrey K. Zeig PHD who did a full

He delivered his workshop with such

day workshop on the Sunday for us. To

hypnotic language, metaphors and elegan-

say that I was beyond exited when I mana-

ce that it was an education in itself to see

ged to persuade Jeﬀ to come to Scotland

him in action. Jeﬀ on his first visit to Sco-

is a bit of an understatement.

tland wanted to see as much as possible

It was lucky to have found him teaching in

in the short time we had here.

Italy and very gracious of his hosts in Italy

Hopefully his whistle-stop tour of Loch Lo-

to allow him to come to Scotland so a big

mond, Glasgow by night, Stirling Castle,

thank you to Camillo Loriedo for being so

the Wallace Monument and Edinburgh

gracious in helping this to happen. As

Castle will suﬃce until he comes back

most of you will know Jeﬀrey K. Zeig,

again. Whilst I struggled with the 246 steps

Ph.D. is the Founder and Director of the

up to the Wallace Monument and only rea-

Milton H. Erickson Foundation, having stu-

ched the penultimate floor Jeﬀ zipped up

died intermittently with Dr. Erickson for mo-

and down the stairs like an athlete.

re than six years. Jeﬀ is a prolific writer
and has penned and co-authored more
than 20 books some of which he brought
with him and signed for our delighted atten-

To Fabio and Jeﬀ, we would like to say Haste Ye Back and thank you both for a wonderful instructive weekend.

dees. Dr. Zeig is the architect of The Evolution of Psychotherapy Conferences, consi-
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12th International Congress of Medical
Hypnosis of the Tibbi Hipnoz Dernegi,
(THD), (Turkish Society of Medical
Hypnosis) 24-27 October 2019, Istanbul

By
Ali Özden Öztürk

Istanbul - Photo by F.C.

The Society of Medical Hypnosis (THD) or-

The “12th International Congress of Medi-

ganized the “12th International Congress

cal Hypnosis” was free for all ESH Consti-

of Medical Hypnosis” in collaboration with

tuent Society (CS) Presidents and ESH Cer-

the European Society of Hypnosis (ESH)

tificate (ESHC) holders. Many ESH CS Pre-

and Istanbul Medipol University, 24-27 Oc-

sidents and ESHC Holders joined our con-

tober 2019 in Istanbul with the participa-

gress without making any congress regi-

tion of national and international speakers.

stration payment. This was the first time in

Our congress was supported by ESH with
the presence of ESH BOD members as our
invited speakers. Also, our congress was
awarded 27 ESH Certificate (ESHC) Credit
Points by ESH.

ESH history that a congress was free for
ESHC Holders. We believe this special promotion for ESHC Holders makes contribution to the eﬀorts of the ESH “Committee
on Educational Programs in Europe (CEPE)” to provide ESHC Holders more advan37

tages for being a holder and to create a

considered by the World Health Organiza-

common platform in order to share and im-

tion as “the leading cause of disability

prove the knowledge and experience of

worldwide” and hypnosis can be very use-

hypnosis in an international dimension.

ful in the treatment of depression whether

The congress motto was “The Role of
Hypnosis in Therapeutic Rapport and the
Applications of Hypnosis in Diﬀerent Fields
of Medicine, Dentistry and Psychology”.
Gérard Fitoussi, the President of ESH made a wonderful and inspiring opening
speech. Then, ESH BOD members presented lectures and workshops. Each of these
lectures and workshops aroused great interest among the congress participants.
Simultaneous translation during lectures
and consecutive translation during workshops also contributed greatly to enjoy these interesting and enlightening lectures
and workshops. We had participants and
speakers from Italy, France, Denmark, UK,
Israel, Bulgaria, Russia, Sweden and of
course Turkey.
Gérard Fitoussi gave a lecture titled
“Hypnosis in Dermatology and Sports”. He
presented how hypnosis can be an important tool in Dermatology and Sports.
Also, Gérard Fitoussi made a workshop titled “Hypnosis in Depression in General
Practice”. He explained that depression is

as an adjunct therapy or as a supportive
technique. He also presented how to identify depression in general practice with some demonstrations.
Kathleen Long, the President-Elect of ESH,
presented a lecture titled “Mirror Neuron
Somatic Empaths” and she taught how our
brains are hard wired for empathy and why
some people are better at it than others.
During her workshop “Hypnosis Applications and Techniques with Various Cases”,
Kathleen Long described the patients she
had worked with in General Practice/ Private Practice, such as preparing patients
who are having operations, a patient with
obsessive compulsive disorder, a patient
who was thought to be 'brain dead' and others. She demonstrated the techniques
she used for the treatment of her patients.
Consuelo Casula, the Immediate Past-President of ESH, gave a lecture on “The Role
of Hypnosis in Creating and Maintaining
Rapport Based on Trust” and “The Role of
Hypnosis in Utilizing Daniel Siegel’s Wheel
of Awareness”. She explained that the patient in hypnosis has to trust that s/he will
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be helped to solicit his/her dormant resour-

She also talked about the role of hypnosis

ces and recover energy and well-being, so

in utilizing Daniel Siegel’s wheel of aware-

it could be possible to get into the depths

ness. She informed us that a self-aware-

of one's own unconscious mind more ea-

ness tool called the Wheel of Awareness is

sily, guided by the evocative words of the

created by Daniel Siegel and can be used

therapist. She emphasized that the thera-

by hypnotists. She said this instrument

pist should be aware of the importance of

starts from the exploration of the informa-

consolidating and maintaining the trust gai-

tion coming from the five senses - sight,

ned with rapport. She added that rapport

hearing, touch, smell, contact-, proceeds

is composed of a series of harmonious

with those of the sixth sense - propriocep-

and coherent ingredients that help the pa-

tion, intuition, instinct. She highlighted that

tient to enter his internal world and to inte-

these two first explorations of self-aware-

grate what was previously disconnected

ness are followed by those of the seventh

and separated. She emphasized the fact

sense, namely the cognitive and emotional

that rapport, accompanied by Mirroring

processes, and those of the eighth sense

and Utilization, allows the therapist to send

of interpersonal relationships.

verbal and non-verbal messages, direct
and indirect suggestions to the patient
through visual contact, an open and receptive posture, congruent gestures, an expressive voice and words and phrases appropriate. She also added that in this way
it would be easier for the therapist to tune
in with that unique and special person at
each particular present moment. She explained that rapport and attunement help
the therapist to resonate empathetically
and cognitively with the patient to create
an interactive synchronism made of interpersonal connection, compassion and mutual commitment, which are the ingredients necessary for the therapeutic alliance and the pursuit of therapeutic goals.

Randi Abrahamsen, the First Vice President of ESH, presented a lecture titled:
“Hypnosis for Chronic Pain”. She explained that the twenty percent of the European population suﬀers from chronic pain
with a great impact for both the individual
and the society. She added that medical
treatment is often insuﬃcient and has severe side eﬀects. She gave a background in
the evidence for hypnosis in chronic pain
including her own brain imaging research.
She, also, presented a clinical study of
hypnosis for pain relief in chronic orofacial
pain and gave an insight into hypnotic methods to help chronic pain patients to cope
with their pain.
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Randi Abrahamsen talked about “Hypno-

neurophysiological co-regulation between

sis for dental anxiety in adults and chil-

therapist and patient. He provided a gene-

dren” in her workshop. She informed that

ral overview of the clinical implications of

hypnosis can be a powerful treatment for

rapport from phylogenetic and ontogenetic

dental anxiety. She said it is often possible

perspectives.

to give dental treatments to patients in a
hypnotic trance, but it is also very fruitful
to treat the dental anxiety with methods in
hypnosis. In her workshop, she presented
methods to help developing the resources
and empowerment in patients in order to
help them to overcome the dental anxiety.
She demonstrated that reframing of the sound of the drilling-machine, ego-state therapy and use of metaphors can help both
adults and children to overcome dental

Later, in his workshop, Fabio Carnevale
talked about “Automatic Writing: Strategies and Techniques for Developing an Effective Hypnotic Rapport.” He taught that
automatic writing is a complex hypnotic
phenomenon based on the subject's ability
to perform a series of actions without conscious involvement. He also informed us
that automatic writing requires a certain
number of variables, including dissociative

anxiety.

processes that involve emotions, motor

Fabio Carnevale, ESH BOD Member, gave

that it is possible to imagine utilizing auto-

a lecture titled: “Rapport. The Cornerstone

matic writing to facilitate rapport as well

of Ericksonian Psychotherapy”. He lectu-

since all the ideomotor responses can be

red that there are substantial diﬀerences

used to facilitate dissociation and to dee-

between the therapeutic relationship and

pen hypnosis. He provided ideas, princi-

the so-called hypnotic Rapport. He explai-

ples and clinical cases in order to show

ned that rapport is actually the special rela-

how to utilize automatic writing to enhance

tionship that is able to create intense inter-

hypnotic rapport and to elicit therapeutic

personal links and, at the same time, pro-

resources.

found disconnections with the non-hypnotic reality, and rapport is a crucial aspect of
the therapeutic approach to dissociative
conditions. He added that the epistemology of the Ericksonian naturalistic approach is based on relational attunement and

skills and ideomotor responses. He said

Peter Naish, ESH BOD Member, presented
“What exactly is Hypnosis?” in his lecture.
He expressed that therapists continue to
use hypnosis, in much the same ways as a
generation ago. He added that meanwhile,
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academic researchers have made drama-

survive, to cope with life events and actual-

tic changes, moving from complete skepti-

ly to enjoy the world and to enjoy our jour-

cism about hypnosis to a recognition that

ney of life. And hypnosis can help us with

it really is a change in brain state. He sug-

this. AUCH (Awareness Under Conscious

gested some tentative answers about the

Hypnosis) Method is a state of con-

exact nature of that change and how it faci-

sciousness created by specific induction

litates therapeutic change remain to be di-

techniques and suggestions; and it aims to

scovered.

make changes in attention, perception, me-

Also, Peter Naish gave a workshop titled:
“Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder: Accompanying the Patient in the Trauma”. He explained that hypnosis is an especially potent
adjunct in the treatment of PTSD, not least
because patients are almost always highly
hypnotically susceptible. He further informed that if the victim trusts the therapist
enough to describe the trauma, that puts
the therapist in a privileged position; and

mory, emotions and senses of the patient.
I use AUCH Method both for my own life
journey and for being helpful to my patients who need or want a safer and better
journey. In my presentation, I discussed
how to cope with life events by looking at
the life from a diﬀerent perspective, and
how hypnosis and positive psychotherapeutic approaches can help us through
this.

the therapist can accompany the patient

In my workshop: “The Relationship betwe-

through the traumatic episode.

en Hypnotic Rituals of Awareness Under

As being an ESH BOD member, I presented a lecture titled: “Sailing with the Life
Wind: The Art of Living”. I used a metaphor: “Life is the sea, our body is the sail
boat, and life events are the wind giving
power to our sails”. When the boat is launched into the sea, the boat has the capabilities, capacities and potentials to stay
over the sea, to sail for a joyful journey. Similarly, we come to this world with many
capabilities, capacities and potentials to

Conscious Hypnosis (AUCH) Method and
Acupuncture”, I talked about the integrative use of hypnosis and acupuncture. I discussed the inherent relationship between
“Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM)” and
hypnotic rituals of “Awareness Under Conscious Hypnosis (AUCH) Method”. With some live demonstrations of AUCH and also
by mapping TCM acupoints and meridians
coinciding with the various body areas induced spontaneously via “hand passes,
touching and tapings” during hypnotic in-
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duction, I analyzed the relationship betwe-

I conclude this review with the great ope-

en TCM and AUCH hypnotic rituals.

ning speech of the ESH President, Gérard

All in all, we had many positive feedbacks
from national and international participants
and speakers. After the opening ceremony,
we had a very nice time dancing, singing
and laughing during the great live performance of “TUMATA Team” which gave a
workshop regarding the Traditional Turkish
Music and its healing eﬀect: “The Applications of Music and Movement Therapy
from Altai to Anatolia”. Also, we had another chance to dance, sing and enjoy ourselves while we were celebrating the “12th International Congress of Medical Hypnosis”
in our Gala Dinner next to Bosporus.
So, please save the date, “the 13th International Congress of Medical Hypnosis” will
be held on 22-25 October, 2020 in Istanbul. We are looking forward to sharing with
you the beautiful memories and the expe-

Fitoussi.
“Dear Ali, dear colleagues, dear friends
First of all, thank you for inviting the board
members for your conference in Medipol.
Many years ago, I came here to visit this
amazing city, and some parts of the country. I was amazed by the beauty of Istanbul, Cappadocia, Ankara.
Being here today, I realize how fast and
deep the changes were. Istanbul could be
thought of as a wonderful metaphor. It is a
city with multiple names: Constantinople,
the second Rome, Byzance, the pearl of
the Bosphorus. A metaphor for us, us as
human beings. We are constantly changing, constantly moving. We have diﬀerent
personalities depending on the moment,
depending on the situation, depending on

riences that heal our minds and bodies.

the location. Yet in meantime we remain, at

Also, the registration will be free again for

one’s way, to know where one is when so

ESH Constituent Society Presidents and

many changes occur. All that happens to

ESH Certificate (ESHC) holders in the

the individual leaves its print on the human

“13th International Congress of Medical

soul. At a certain moment in one’s life, we

Hypnosis”.

can feel confusion. Who are we? Who real-

Hope to see you in “13th International Congress of Medical Hypnosis” next year.

the core, the same. It’s not easy to find

ly are we?
Maybe here in Istanbul this is the question
to ask. Are we in the West? Is it the East?
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Is it Asia? Is it in between? Is it perhaps all

professions, other countries in person...

of the above? In our oﬃces, as practitio-

Nothing can ever replace this.

ners, we see patients living in this confusion, in this fast-changing world. Where do

2. Communicate. Connecting alone is not

they fit? Who are they?

enough. Gathering together is not enough.

As doctors, psychologists, and therapists

Modern Society” reminds us of the power

we must not be too confident because we

of talking to one other. We need to speak

too are not immune of these sentiments.

and listen to each other in order to under-

We also experience this fast-paced chan-

stand what the other is saying. Why are

ging world as humans and as professio-

they saying it? What makes her or him

nals. We also live amidst the Internet, mobi-

think and react in this way?

le apps, new information technology, genetics, telemedicine to name but a few. We
must also consider the sociology of our patients, and their relation to us. How can we
organize ourselves to be of more help to
our patients? I make the proposition of the

Hannah Arendt in “The Crisis Character of

In our oﬃces, with our patients, this is also
our task. Try to understand where they come from, what makes them remain stuck
in the situation that they are in? Why did
she think that this way was the best way to

four Cs:

carry on until the moment when she feels

1. Connect 2. Communicate 3. Care 4. be

king. It’s essential for us.

Creative

the need to change? Talking is not only tal-

«The world is not humane just because it

1. Connecting to other persons, other re-

is made by human beings, and it does not

searchers, others clinicians is essential.

become humane just because the human

Yes, we can read books, articles, we can

voice sounds in it, but only when it has be-

talk on the phone, make video-conferen-

come the object of discourse. However

ces, but nothing can replace a face-to face

much we are aﬀected by the things of the

meeting. Seeing someone speaking, ex-

world, however deeply they may stir and

pressing themselves, moving their bodies.

stimulate us, they become human for us

Sharing with her or him stories, small-

only when we can discuss them with our

facts, and important facts... Connecting al-

fellows. We humanize what is going on in

so with people from other worlds, other

the world and in ourselves only by spea-
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king of it; and in the course of speaking of

creativity is becoming increasingly impor-

it we learn to be human.»

tant.

3. Connecting and Communicating are not

For a long time, we thought about creati-

enough, we also need care. Care for the ot-

vity as a gift. You have it or not. You are

her but also for ourselves. I’m not saying

creative or not. This is both true and false.

this in an egotistical or narcissistic way.

Obviously, like any skill, some of us will be

But as health-professionals, we give a lot

naturally gifted to draw, to make music, to

to our suﬀering patients. You must also ta-

write, to run. As with hypnotizable, where

ke care of yourself, have some self-com-

there are high hypnotizable individuals and

passion. Indulge yourself; do not be too

low ones, there are also high and low crea-

harsh on yourself. Take time for you, your

tive people. However, we know that we all

families and friends. Take time to be here

have the possibility to increase our levels

with your colleagues away from the day-

of creativity.

to-day hassles and burdens. If you care for
yourself you will be in a better shape to ca-

Nickerson provides a summary of the va-

re for others.

rious creativity techniques that have been

4. Creativity. Being here together today in

tion, encouraging acquisitions of domain-

this conference, we have a wonderful op-

specific knowledge, stimulating and rewar-

portunity to be nourished by new ideas,

ding curiosity and exploration, promoting

new thoughts, new ways of thinking, new

supportable beliefs about creativity, provi-

ways of doing things. These encounters

ding opportunities for choice and discove-

help us to see situations and events diﬀe-

ry, among others...

rently, to take a step to the side. As Steve
de Shazer repeatedly stated: it helps us to
“do something diﬀerent”, to break the ha-

proposed: establishing purpose and inten-

And I may add, nourish yourself with lectures, meetings, but also with idle moments,

bits, the routine of everyday life.

and passionate activities. All of these en-

Csíkszentmihályi Mihály in “Creativity”,

vity.

and Daniel Pink in a “A Whole New Mind”
aﬃrms that we are entering an age where

deavors are helpful for increasing creati-

Milton Erickson was a master of creativity,
never giving-up, thinking through his patient situations no matter how diﬃcult. He
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saw these as both a challenge and an op-

Faymonville and colleagues came much la-

portunity to reframe as a stepping stone

ter in 1994.

for a better future.

I read also that “In terms of hypnosis in Tur-

My dear colleagues, being here together, I

key, Hüsnü İsmet Öztürk can be conside-

hope will help us accomplish this and mo-

red as a mentor and a master in the con-

re. Coming here, I was wondering about

scious hypnosis area (1-3).”

the history of hypnosis in Turkey. I found
only two papers in English, one that was at
an ESH conference in Vienna in 2008 and

As for what I can see from my position as
the president of ESH, Turkey is a very acti-

the other one in a Journal of Dentistry.

ve and creative country for hypnosis. The-

I was happy to learn that “Hypnosis in Tur-

to have on the ESH board Ali Özden, who

key” began in 1935 with the translation of

already has made a fruitful contribution as

Pierre Janet’s book by Cemil Sena Ongun.

President of CEPE.

The importance of Janet’s work is being rediscovered in France. Its influence, like here for instance, is a sign of its international
reputation.
In 1950s, a surgeon Sevil Akay performed
a tonsillectomy using the method of hypnosis and doctor Orhan Toygar also performed many operations with hypnotic
anesthesia. During 1951-1979, Hüsnü
İsmet Öztürk treated more than 2000 patients using a “Conscious Hypnosis” technique and performed operations on more
than 250 patients using only hypno-anesthesia.
The work of these Turkish doctors should
be better publicized since the first publication about hypno-sedation from Dr.

re are 3 Turkish societies, and we are lucky

Few words regarding the ESH
After a diﬃcult moment earlier this year,
and thanks to the work of the whole board,
we are again on a fruitful path. We have 45
constituent societies from over 23 countries. And more are asking to join us.
Today, we are here in Istanbul, and I would
encourage and invite you to come to join
the European conference in Basel in August 2020 and meet colleagues from all
over Europe. You can register or submit abstract to learn more about it. I would be very happy to see you there.
Thank you and enjoy the wonderful conference.”
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13th Congress of
the Italian Society
of Hypnosis (SII)

By
Maria Sole Garosci

Turin - Photo by F.C.

The 13th edition of the Italian Society of

Katalin Varga has been very generous in

Hypnosis’ Congress “Rapport. The hypno-

sharing all the newest and exciting re-

tic relationship, a special relationship that

search done in Budapest around empathy,

cures. Responsibility, reciprocity and syn-

connection and the relationship with pa-

chronism in Ericksonian naturalistic

tients.

psychotherapy” has just closed its curtains
in Torino, at the Golden Palace Hotel, 7-10

Among other impressive data, the scienti-

November 2019.

fic evidence around the connection betwe-

Pre-congress stars have been the well-

king, valued both by therapists and in pa-

known international speakers Katalyn Var-

tients... an unpredictable dance that under-

ga and Dan Short.

lines one of the most important aspects of

en oxytocin and stress hormones is stri-
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working with patients: their substantial

of being humanly and authentically con-

need of being seen and understood and of

nected to patients.

feeling connected with caregivers. Furthermore, the importance of a therapist’s intui-

Camillo Loriedo underlined the importance

tion has not been overlooked.

of gathering every aspect of the relation-

Dan Short shared his profound reflections

ce of its emotional shades. Failure is al-

and understandings around what he percei-

ways haunting… not neglecting it but rat-

ves a healthy consciousness: a white

her learning how to utilize it within the rela-

shark is always forward moving. White

tionship can be a mile stone of therapy’s

sharks in nature can’t stop moving, giving

final outcome.

place to a never-ending evolution of their
system. For human consciousness reality
builds upon concrete experience, day by
day, moment by moment, thought by
thought. The engaging workshop based on
his latest book “The care of human consciousness”, has groundbreaking pages
that connect through clinical cases, in unforeseen ways; the futuristic psychological
intuitions of William James and the incre-

ship, with particular interest to the relevan-

Consuelo Casula elegantly demonstrated
how the “four s” of Attachment Theory (I
see you, I make you feel secure, I sooth
you, I make you feel safe) can create a safe and resourceful reference experience,
fostered by the therapist’s attitude of kind
intention and connectedness. Once again,
she rendered complexity into simplicity moving away from complications: resources

dible clinical outcomes of Milton Erickson.

of the present can be integrated into the

Both Varga and Short then contributed tho-

tic event, but also the following ones that

roughly also to the Congress itself. An

can have been contaminated by conse-

event that oﬀered the participants mo-

quences. As result: the fulfilment of a new

ments of deep learning together with intere-

present and a more desirable future.

sting connecting experiences.The main theme was rooted into one of the most important aspects of clinical work: rapport. All
the presentations, invited addresses,
keynotes and workshops have given evidence to the vital essence and importance

past… not only addressing a first trauma-

Giuseppe De Benedittis presented an interesting and up to date review of scientific
studies on mirror neurons, oﬀering a
groundbreaking new understanding of
their eﬀective role and importance. A myth
has been put intelligently under question.
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Brigitte Stubner’s contribution focuses on

diversely addressing the importance of

the therapist, the changes that he or she

trust, connectedness, empathy and intui-

goes through within the therapeutic en-

tion as core aspects of the therapeutic rela-

counter and process, with the accent on

tionship, even more so within the hypnotic

the impossibility of neutrality.

context.

Maria Laura Fasciana and Stubner toget-

Patients need to be seen and respectfully

her presented their experience with diﬃ-

understood. Therapy has to be empathical-

cult adolescents. Defiance and provoca-

ly constructed through their own lens,

tion can be therapeutic themes that unex-

within their own spectrum of conceived rea-

pectedly lead to resourceful new shared

lity, of which experience is the unique men-

contexts and languages.

tor.

There were many other precious contributions to the scientific program, each one
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VI International Symposium, of The
Hypnologic Scientific Society (SHC),
on Hypnosis in pain management,
2019 Madrid.

By
Chema Nieto

The Hypnologic Scientific Society‘s sixth

sis Association (AEH) and the Castile and

consecutive annual symposium on clinical

Leon Psychological Association (COPCYL)

hypnosis held on October 19th at the Rey

brought together almost a hundred profes-

Juan Carlos University in Madrid gathered

sionals, mainly psychologists but also me-

close to one hundred healthcare professio-

dical doctors, certified nurses and social

nals from around the globe to discuss and

workers from Spain, Switzerland, Belgium,

analyze the benefits of hypnosis in both

Italy and South and North America to di-

physical and psychological pain manage-

scuss this year's central topic; hypnotic ap-

ment.

proaches for pain management.

The Hypnologic Scientific Society (SHC)

After a comprehensive introduction to the

with the cooperation of the Spanish Hypno-

hypnotic management of pain by Spanish
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psychologist and COPCYL representative

The remaining speakers dealt with the to-

Luis Romero, Chema Nieto, clinical psycho-

pic of pain in mental suﬀering. Dr. Jaime

logist and emergency room doctor, re-

Martínez Villarta, psychologist and specia-

viewed the use of hypnosis for acute pain

list in disaster responses from Mexico, sho-

management in the medical field, from cur-

ne some light on the otherwise obscure to-

rent hypnotic management of surgical and

pic of emotional pain and suicide while Al-

procedural pain to naturalistic approaches

mudena García, representing the AEH, ga-

for successful emergency pain control. Ju-

ve an in-depth lecture on pain control in

liana Bilachi, Brazilian psychologist, elabo-

high-performance athletes, focusing on

rated on a single case study of a complex

psychological resilience enhancement tech-

chronic pain patient treated with diﬀerent

niques. Consuelo Casula's closing lecture

and sequential hypnotic techniques while

shared her naturalistic approach to mental

Miguel Marset and Sheila Ardigo, medical

and spiritual suﬀering, widening the con-

doctors from the Institut Clinique de Neuro-

cept of pain and oﬀering psychological al-

sciences of Geneva, brought in the wide

ternatives for pain management from an

French, Swiss and Belgian experience with

Ericksonian perspective.

hypnosis in the management of pain based on multidisciplinary team approaches,
sharing specific examples such as the use
of hypnosis for pain control in awake-craniotomy (Fournier and Zemmoura) to Ardigo's relevant emergency room experience.
Jorge Cuadros, SHC co-founder, and Magali Vargas, from Peru, closed the morning
session with a review of the positive effects of hypnosis on fibromyalgia using
their personal adaptation of Ernest Rossi's
Four Stage Creative Process, of which a
practical group example was shared.
In the afternoon, Spanish psychologist Isidro Pérez, SHC founder and president,
summarized diﬀerent hypnotic approaches
for headache and migraine management.

Regarded as highly successful, the SHC
International Symposium is reinforced as
an annual benchmark event in Spain on clinical hypnosis. The success of SHC’s recently published third book on clinical
hypnosis, soon to be translated from Spanish into French and English, is a recognition of an active Society that has announced such new and ongoing projects as a
fourth book, new education and training
programs as well as planned collaborations with diﬀerent hypnosis societies, professional associations and universities.
Plans are now being made for the 2020
symposium.
www.hipnologica.org
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The First Asian Hypnosis Congress
of in Mashhad, Iran.
October 15th- 18th 2019

By
Randi Abrahamsen

Photo by R. A.

As one of the very few people from Scandi-

countries. The program was very busy,

navia I participated in the first Asian con-

each day from 8.30 am to 7.00 pm with six-

gress of hypnosis in Mashhad, Iran.

ty-five speakers in total and the possibility

It was a great experience participating in a
splendidly organized congress and to experience the fantastic, wonderfully warm hospitality.
There were one thousand and five participants, including one hundred and eight international participants from twenty-four

to participate in twenty-eight diﬀerent workshops as well as a symposium on Sports
Hypnosis and another on Hypnosis in Palliative Medicine Cancer.
Each morning started with interesting
scientific lectures and workshops continued throughout the afternoon. All the
main hall events were translated into Ira-
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nian or English respectively. Mehdi Fathi

rapy, psychosomatics, hypnotic anaesthe-

demonstrated hypnotic anaesthesia during

sia, chronic pain, ego-state therapy, hypno-

a live operation where a nevus was remo-

sis in children, sexual disorders, use of

ved from a volunteer’s underarm. There we-

hypnosis in dentistry and emergencies.

re presentations from Iranian speakers and
the Asian world such as China, India, Japan, Indonesia and speakers from Mexico

A beautiful movie introduced the countries
of the Asian Society. The Board of the

and Uruguay.

Asian Society and members present from

There were also presentations from well-

audience. The colourful flag of the Asian

known speakers from the ISH Board: Ca-

Society had been designed in Iran and

millo Loriedo, Bernhard Trenkle, Enayat

was also introduced at the congress.

Shahidi, Giuseppe de Benedittis, Krzysztof

the Asian countries were introduced to the

Klajs and Woltemade Hartmann.

Many Europeans took the opportunity to

Many other Europeans especially Germans

re or after the congress and told beautiful

presented and performed workshops and

stories of fantastic sights and exciting ex-

the Iranians were eager to learn and ex-

periences.

pand their knowledge of hypnosis.

travel around in the beautiful country befo-

I am very grateful to Mehdi Fathi, to his

For me it was diﬃcult to choose between

crew and to the ISH president Bernhard

the many interesting and enriching work-

Trenkle.

shops to listen to such a great variety of topics within the many fields of hypnosis.

They did a tremendous job in organising

Here I will just mention a few of them: neu-

that the hypnosis world can meet in peace

roscience, quantum physics, trauma the-

in spite of political diﬃculties in the world.

this congress. It is wonderfully enriching
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Interview with Mehdi Fathi,
First President of the
Asian Society of Hypnosis

By
Randi Abrahamsen

aspects. He erformed hypnotic anaesthesia
for more than four hundred surgeries.
Please tell us at little about yourself, how
did you first get interested in Hypnosis?
My specialty is anaesthesia and my subspecialty is anaesthesia in cardiac surgeries. I am
fifty years old and married with Marjan, who
is Paediatric surgeon as her sub specialty. We
have a sixteen-year-old son, Alireza.
My interest to hypnosis began thirty-three
years ago, when I was a high school student,
but there was a hypnotic atmosphere in my
family already. My father had spiritual abilities
which allowed him to help others.
Associate professor of cardiac anaesthesia,
Mashhad University of Medical Sciences,
Iran. Well-known researcher in Iran with more
than thirty years’ experience in the field of
hypnosis. Trainer and Board member in Iranian Scientific Society of Clinical Hypnosis
(ISSCH). Organizer of six international hypnosis congresses in Iran and four hundred
hypnosis conferences at Iranian universities.
He published in international journals and presented at international congresses. Author of
sixty-seven books in hypnosis and health care

How are you allowed to use hypnosis in
your daily clinical work in Iran?
Image by F.C.

Hypnosis was relative prohibited in Iran about
40 years ago and its use was surrounded by
ambiguity and magic. When I was in my medical internship, I tried to use it in treatments
and collect lot of scientific documents. In
1985 the Iranian society of hypnosis was
founded as an executive society and not a
scientific society initially.
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During 12 years Ali Sharifi (psychiatrist) and I
tried hard to establish it as scientific society
as sub directory of the health ministry. It was
not an easy task but we succeeded after a lot
of attempts.
Right now, hypnosis is established as an educational necessity in the main stream of the
educational curriculum in medicine, psychiatry, midwifery, alternative medicine, anaesthesiology and pain management.
The use of hypnosis in treatment and its training for clinicians is allowed by government
as well. I use hypnosis every day in my normal work in the operating room, pain clinic
and also in my private oﬃce doing hypno-anaesthesia and hypnotic management of chronic pain.
Tell us a little about your scientific work?
I am working in Mashhad University of Medical Sciences as faculty member (associate
professor) in the anaesthesia department. I
train my residents in aesthetic approaches in
hospital and clinic every day.
I routinely do methodological investigations
and publications including academic books
and articles. I have published sixty-seven
book titles (in my language) and more than
hundred research articles in hypnosis and in
the field of anaesthesia.
I also am the main director of a training course for a fellowship degree in cardiac anaesthe-

sia (18-month training course) and of a master degree of cardiopulmonary circuit (30month training course). I am also founder and
head of the academic hypnotherapy clinic in
Mashhad University of Medical Sciences. I have run branch of the Iranian scientific society
of clinical hypnosis and we hold monthly seminars on hypnosis for public health and training courses for therapists.
You just organized a fantastic First Asian
Hypnosis Congress in October 2019. What
drives you and gives you the idea and energy to let your dream come true?
I believe if you love something deeply, your
mind will engage with it. I helped hypnosis to
grow inside Iran for more than two decades.
Then I thought about spreading it and sharing
it with overseas scientists. Then I organized
six international hypnosis congresses 20122019 and the Asian hypnosis congress was
the recent one. Love is my main driver.
Last year in September you became the
first President of the Asian Society of
Hypnosis. Please tell us a little about the
process of getting these countries together?
The idea of foundation of the Asian society of
hypnosis was created in 2015 during 3rd international hypnosis congress which I organized
in Tehran, Iran. Kris Klajs, a Polish hypnotherapist suggested this idea. Asia had a great potential to expand hypnosis but it hadn’t a so-
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ciety to direct policies and activities around
Asian countries.
I met representatives of the Asian countries
at the world hypnosis congress 2018 in Montreal, Canada. We discussed aims, facilities,
necessities and so on. They selected me as
president and director of the Asian society.
What are the plans for the future of the
Asian Society?
Our goals in this society are: Spreading and
introducing hypnosis as an established brain
state and developing hypnotherapy in Asian
universities, popular communications, common, multi-centre investigations in hypnosis,
joining traditional and classic approaches of
hypnosis.
What is the strength of the Asian Society?
I can imagine this society will grow by joining
of Asian scientists and hypnotherapists under
one organisation. This society has an excellent opportunity and potential to reach these
goals.
Do you think the Asian Society and the Eu-

One of the most important goals of the Asian
society is using of experiences of older societies like ISH and ESH.
We should try to discover the hypnotic potential of the Asian countries and share them
with ISH and ESH in common seminars and
scientific meetings. Inviting experienced speakers and looking at common projects in research with all the societies will help to achieve this aim.
On a personal level, which is your best experience with hypnosis?
I have so many experiences in the field of
hypnosis within more than three decades of
experience but I think my work on surgery
with hypnosis as the sole aesthetic, without
any aesthetic drugs, can open new windows
on neuroscience and help to reduce pain and
stress worldwide.
I have recorded surgeries using hypnosis
such as bilateral blepharoplasty, Cruciate ligament surgery, lipoma removal, hand device
removal, uterine curettage, orofacial surgeries
and so on.

ropean Society could inspire each other
and exchange ideas?
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Connection with
Books Reviews

Image by F.C.

By Gérard Fitoussi
Bogdan Pavlovici “Les leviers du changement”, Enrick B Editions

They all give him their point of view, and sometimes the psychaitrist gets confused until the «Muse» comes and oﬀers him a way to continue the
clinical intevention.
It’s a book which presents brief therapy and
hypnosis in the precise situation we all find ourselves in with our client. A stimulating book, full of
care, and humanity, interesting to read, a book
that leaves a trace after we read it.
Amer Safieddine “Hypnose et orthophonie.
Troubles de oralité” Vol 1, 2019. Satas Editions
Amer Safieddine is a speech-pathologist. I have
known him for many years. Since his beginning in
the world of hypnosis, he has had the goals to apply hypnosis to speech pathology which he describe as a world where there is a combination of
“empathy, rigor, science, literature and humanism”.
He has practiced hypnosis in orthophony for more than twenty years, inventing new procedures,
adapting it to the diﬀerent cases he had to deal
with.

This is a very unusal book. Thanks to the author,
a child psychiatrist and to the way he chooses to
write his book, we had an unique opportunity to
enter in the mind of a therapist «in live». In front
of a patient, what came to his mind? what question to ask? what orientation to give to the clinical situation? We can read the debate in his mind
personalized with diﬀerent characters, the judge,
the father, the empathic, the police oﬃcer.

Hypnosis in orthophony was not something you
could talk about 20 years ago. Thanks to Amer
and others, it’s changing.
This first volume, and more are to come, is dedicated to orality with subjects like nail-biting, swallowing troubles, compulsive alimentation disorder, thumb-sucking.
Searching through the index of diﬀerent recent
handbooks, I could not find an entry for hypnosis
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By Peter Naish
Mark Jensen “Hypnotic Techniques for Chronic Pain Management” and “Hypnotic Techniques for Acute Pain Management”. Denny
Creek Press.
I have to confess that I have long entertained a
degree of scepticism about a ‘recipe book’ approach to hypnosis in a therapeutic setting.
One sometimes sees trainees anxiously clinging
to the safety of their script, avoiding at all costs
anything that looks the least bit like spontaneity.
It is as if this was some mediaeval conjuration,
where a single word out of place would, at best,
result in the magic spell failing and, more likely,
bring demonic forces down upon the hapless
neophyte!

and speech-pathology per se, neither could I
with an internet search. This book is one of a
kind, and will be of great help for professionals
working in this field and beyond. Each chapter,
has an introduction, the presentation of a case,
with practical suggestions.
We are eager to read the volumes to come. A
book in French, that couldbe of interest to an
editor for an English translation to share this
knowledge and stimulate exchanges with professionals in the field.

On the other hand, it is almost inevitable that a
person with imagination and long experience
must have developed eﬀective techniques. To
refuse to examine such a person’s approach,
and to learn from it, would be nothing short of
arrogant.
So, it was with these two, rather contradictory,
approaches that I began to read these two
books. Yes, two; we get two reviews for the price of one here! The books are Hypnotic Techniques for Chronic Pain Management and Hypnotic Techniques for Acute Pain Management.
They are both edited by Mark Jensen and published by Denny Creek Press, in Kirkland, Washington State, USA. The paperback ISBNs are 978-
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1-946832-08-5 and 978-1-946832-10-8; there
are Kindle editions too.
I am pleased to report that, to my mind, these
two slim volumes are a delight. In each case

tated, so that the author explained why she or
he was speaking those particular words at that
particular point in the treatment. This approach
makes it easy for a reader to adapt the ideas to
suit their own patient and, indeed, to suit their
own style – rapport doesn’t come very easily if
one is trying to be like someone else!
Each book begins with a helpful, scene-setting
overview by Mark Jensen, in which he outlines
the themes that emerge throughout the book,
and sketches the approaches adopted by the different contributors.
This introduction is well referenced, as are the
following chapters; one does not encounter recommendations or assertions that are unsupported by evidence from the literature.
This style gives the books an authoritative quality, above that already conferred by the eminence
of the contributors. By reading them, one can be
introduced to the relevant literature and can
learn a little of the underpinning science.
The types of pain considered in these books range from giving birth to cancer-associated pain,
from dental pain to fibromyalgia, and many, many more.

Mark has assembled an excellent team (22 practitioners in total) and a theme that is clear across
them all is the need to develop rapport and to
speak to the individual. That cannot be done
with a universal script, so straight away my misgivings were allayed.

There truly is something for everybody in these
books, and if a practitioner reads them with the
same care that clearly went into writing them,
then it seems inescapable that he or she will
gain something of value.

This doesn’t mean that there were no scripts,
but it was perfectly clear that their purpose was
to be illustrative. In many places they were anno-
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Review of journals
Hypnose et thérapies Brèves
In this issue, there is a very well written article
about strategic dialogue summarizing how it
could help get a patient out of depression. Begining with a John Weakland quote which feels
like a reminder for the strategic practitoner
«Know how to listen, dare to act».
It is followed by a very long article of Didier Michaux who was one of the French pionners of
the renewal of hypnois in France. Michaux worked with Leon Chertok and Martin Orne, among
others. He relates his long journey and battles
within institutions to legitimise the use of hypnosis as a research and clinical tool. In the same
issue, the interview with another pionner, Gerard
Osterman, a cardiologist by training who understood very early on in his career that it was necessary to take care, not only of the organ but
also of the person.

What about these moments when nothing is
said? When the patient is deep inside their mind,
reflecting, or too shocked to talk? Silence is not
silence when we know how to listen.
I was also delighted to read an article about
Jean Lassner, not only as the father of French
anesthiology but also as a pionner in hypnosis
inviting Erickson to the 1965 Congres International d‘Hypnose et Médecine Psychosomatique
whose name has been a little bit forgotten when
it comes from the of hypnosis.
A lot to read and to think about.

G. Osterman, trained with M. Sapir, and was the
founder in 1980 of one of the first universitary degrees in relaxation. It was too early to talk about
hypnosis at that time.

CR TRANSES
As usual, a very rich issue of Trances, with as a
central peice Silence. As practitioners of hypnosis, we are used to talking, teling stories and
anecdotes, but what about silence?
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Three good
reasons to go
to Basel

Picture by F.C.

Nicole Ruysschaert
1. Meeting with an international faculty and
participants from all over Europe and from
the rest of the world with 3 oﬃcial congress languages!
Working with hypnosis in your own country, it is helpful and inspiring to have similar
minded colleagues around you can meet
at training sessions, intervision and supervision groups, to attend local congresses

Istanbul -2014 Sorrento – 2017 Manchester and now, upcoming 2020 Basel! A
great opportunity to resume connections
or learn to know new colleagues and make
friends! To get the most out of the congresses you can attend lectures and workshops in 3 diﬀerent languages – English –
French and German!
2. Up-to-date information from the research and clinical field

and boost sessions with trainers from ot-

The theme of the congress Building Brid-

her societies and countries.

ges and Travelling Crossroads is particu-

But there is more! As a local society in
your country, you can also belong to an international society- ESH has 41 societies
in 20 countries throughout Europe! Attending an ESH congress you have the opportunity to meet an international faculty,
members of one of the ESH community
and also of the ISH or international society.
Every 3 years ESH organizes a congress
the past 4 were …2008 Vienna - 2011

larly inspiring in current times where networking is so important and the field of research and the field of clinical work need
to inspire each other. At this crossroad the
science of psychotherapy, neuroscience,
neuro-psychotherapy, and brain research
inspire many researchers and clinicians.
You get up-to-date information on knowledge about what happens in the brain in
hypnosis like in pain control, psychothe-
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rapy, anxiety management and mind-body

of Habsburg Dinasty. William Tell defies the

interactions and processes.

instructions of a Habsburg ruler who had

3. A unique friendly and warm atmosphere
to energize your daily work
The atmosphere at our ESH congresses is
warm, friendly and very inspiring! There is
time and place for informal interactions
and a social program, ESH congress are
famous for this special culture of openness.
In our growing community with specific
practices and some cultural diﬀerences
you discover new ideas and approaches to
integrate in your own clinical or research
practice. You come back from the congress newly inspired and energized to continue the endeavor of your daily work!
Marie-Jeanne Bremer

fastened his hat to a pole in Altdorf in the
canton of Uri and who had ordered that
everyone who passed by should greet it.
Tell ignores the order and is arrested.
He only gets free if he manages to shoot
an apple from his son’s

head with his

crossbow. A single shot is successfull.
What does Tell have in common with
hypnosis? focused attention, the goal precisely defined, high precision as well as striving for autonomy.
2. There is another story that occurs to my
mind. In a small, encircled village of
Switzerland, long before radio waves or hifi
could overcome the mighty mountains, a
little boy with his grandfather admires the
starry sky. The boy asks, "Grandfather, are
there people living behind the mountains?”

1. While musing on good reasons to atten-

"It takes a few minutes of thought. Then

ding the ESH- Congress in Basel, I look

Grandfather answers: «let's not ruminate

out the window and am inevitably re-

right now.»

minded of my first way through Switzerland: uncomfortable drizzle, cold temperatures, low clouds in the middle of summer.
But you cannot score with that.
And next, I think of the legendary figure of
William Tell, a talented hunter who probably lived in the 14th century under the rule

Again, we meet properties that can be relevant to our practice: curiosity, questioning,
paired with pragmatism and if no meaningful answer arises, avoid meaningless
brooding.
3. To find meaningful answers, we need to
expand our horizon.
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Basel, a city behind the mountains, or a
city in front of the mountains, did meet this
challenge and is a gate to the wide world:
successfull in combining traditional qualities with a cosmopolitan flair and with a
high research level. With these premises
and with the committment of Swiss collegues and the diversity of the European societies, the ESH-Congress for Hypnosis in

José Cava
1. To keep up to date in clinical hypnosis
with the most important event in Europe.
2. To nourish an international network of
colleagues and friends to have a good
time and looking for business and training
opportunities.

Basel looks very promising. Looking

3. To enjoy such a beautiful and entertai-

forward to meet you.

ning city.

Giuseppe de Benedittis
1. Just as Basel is at the crossroads of different european contries, Hypnosis is at the
crossroads of the most relevant psychotherapies.
2. Empowering the idea and unity of Europe in this period of national sovranisms.
3. Cross-fertilizing the hypnotic field.
Susanna Carolusson
1. Get professional and personal inspiration from experiential workshops.
2. Bring home evidence data from scientific/research presentations.
3. Take time out or a day extra for walking
in beautiful surroundings.
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INVITATION TO BASEL 2020
Dear Presidents of ESH Constituent Societies and colleagues,
One of the most important events for the European hypnosis community is the
ESH Congress every three years. A moment when we can meet with you and share the latest and the most up to date techniques and research findings. Also, we
can share well established hypnotic methods or simply enjoy being together.

Keynote speaker’s
presentations,
sessions and other
oral presentations
will be
simultaneously
translated into
English, French and
German.

Thanks to the committee in place, this Congress will allow you to participate in
an exciting event with prestigious keynote speakers and renowned trainers. A particular eﬀort is being made, to facilitate communication: during the three days, in
the plenary room all communications, keynote speaker’s presentations, sessions
and other oral presentations will be simultaneously translated into English,
French and German. In the other rooms, each day parallel workshops, sessions
etc. will be available in these three languages.
“Building bridges and travelling crossroads” is the slogan of this congress. It reminds us that hypnosis is a way of going beyond, not staying with the obvious,
finding new ways and directions to overcome stalemate and obstacles. In 2020,
Basel is the place to be. This multilingual city is renowned for its long and important history, for learning, being a refuge for Erasmus of Rotterdam, Paracelsus,
among others, and for its rich cultural environment with more than 40 museums,
like the amazing museum Kunstmuseum or the Beyeler Foundation.
I ask you to inform and invite all the teachers and members, who want to share
their ways and their discoveries, to send in their abstracts by using our site
www.esh2020.ch. Please also invite your members to write in now to profit from
the earlybird price for members of ESH Constituent Societies, who are all members of ESH. This is your Congress. Its success depends on your participation.
Also, a numerous participation will show how much medical hypnosis practiced
today (in a serious and ethical way) can be considered a force to be reckoned
with, when taking into consideration the well being of our patients.
I’m looking forward to seeing you on August 26-29, 2020 in Basel and to share
with you what I can imagine today as a fulfilling and wonderful experience.

Gérard Fitoussi
President of ESH
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Calendar of Events
25 Janvier 2020
Times: 09:00 – 17.30 hrs
Venue: IMHETO, 7 Rue Theron de Montauge 31200
Toulouse
Guest Speaker: Heather Fiske
Language: Anglais
Translations: Francais
Fees: Pour les membres de l@IMHETO 330 Euros
Pour les non-membres 400 Euros
Website: contact@imheto.com
Telephone: +33 56 17 31 187

Dr Lars-Eric Uneståhl from Sweden
This is a unique chance to hear and work with these
three international speakers in the beauty of the Devon countryside.
The conference is designed to be inspirational challenging and practical; you will take home new knowledge, new insights and many new practical tools
which will profoundly benefit your daily practice and
your own personal growth.
Enquirys: Hilary Walker: natoﬃce@bscah.co.uk
Registration:

DIE GEISTER, DIE ICH RIEF: BEWUSSTSEIN
UND BEZIEHUNG IM ZEITALTER VON DIGITALISIERUNG UND KI THE SPIRITS THAT I’VE CALLED: CONSCIOUSNESS AND RELATIONSHIPS IN
AN AGE OF DIGITALIZATION AND AI
Date: 19th – 22nd March 2020
Time: 19/3/2020 13 Uhr – 22/3/2020 13.30 Uhr
Venue: Bad Kissingen, Bavaria, Germany
Invited Speakers: Christoph von der Malsburg, Harald Welzer, Dirk Revenstorf, Silja Samerski, Andreas Wegener, Bert te Wildt, Petra Grimm and more
Language: German
Website: www.MEG-Hypnose.de
Registration Website: www.MEG-Tagung.de
Email: mail@cwcongress.org
Telephone: +49 (0)30 36 28 40 40

Email: natoﬃce@bscah.co.uk
Telephone: 07702492867

BSCAH NATIONAL CONFERENCE 2020
Dates: 6-7th June 2020
Venue: Dartington Hall, Totnes, Devon TQ9 6EL
Language: English
Our three Keynote speakers have selected topics
that concern them and are in some dimension at variance with accepted opinion.
Dr Patrick McCarthy from New Zealand,
Dr Devin Terhune from Ireland.

https://www.bscah.com/book-event/natcon-2020

24TH WORLD CONGRESS OF THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR CHILD & ADOLESCENT
PSYCHIATRY AND ALLIED PROFESSIONS
Dates: 20-23 July 2020
Venue: Singapore
The theme of this year’s congress, “Starting from
the Beginning – Laying the Foundation for Lifelong
Mental Health”, rightly places an important emphasis on early identification, illness prevention and
health promotion over a lifespan. The 4-day Congress programme promises to be packed with interesting talks, symposiums and panel discussions, serving as an excellent platform where experts and
practitioners from across the world share their knowledge and experience with the aim of improving
child and adolescent mental health globally.
The Congress expects to attract almost 2,000 regional and international child and adolescent mental
health professionals, researchers, academics and
caregivers. Locally, the Congress is supported by
the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Social and
Family Development as well as major hospitals in
Singapore.
Website: www.iacapap2020.org
Email: secretariat@iacapap2020.org
Telephone: +65 6411 6671
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15TH ESH EUROPEAN CONGRESS OF HYPNOSIS BUILDING BRIDGES AND TRAVELLING
CROSS ROADS
Dates: 26th - 29th August 2020
ESH Societies: HypS, IRHyS and SMSH
Venue: Basel, Switzerland
Language: English
Registration Website:
https://organizers-congress.org/frontend/index.
php?sub=113
HYPNOSE- KONGRESS BERLIN 2020
Dates: 10th – 13th Sept 2020
Venue: Steigenberger Hotel, Berlin
Language: German
Translations: English workshops will be translated
Invited Speakers: Pre Congress on Sept 10th –
Brian M Alman,Dr., Ph.D., California with ‘Selfhypnosis Techniques for Challenging Situations’
The entire program will be announced by March
2020
Fees: 150 Euro- 200 Euro per day
Registration Website:
www.hypnose-kongress-berlin.de
Email: mail@cwcongress.org
Telephone: 030 36284040
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15th ESH Congress of Hypnosis
Building Bridges and Travelling Cross Roads
26 au 29 août 2020 – Bâle, Suisse
L’hypnose relie le corps et l’esprit, elle parcourt leurs interconnexions, leurs carrefours…
Les avancées des neurosciences explorent les relations entre le cerveau et le corps, et
répondent à nos questions : « Que se passe-t-il durant la thérapie ? Quelles nouvelles options peut-on développer grâce à ces découvertes ? »
Au congrès de Bâle, les conférenciers et intervenants hypnothérapeutes dialogueront
avec vous au fil d’ateliers et de présentations donnés en anglais, français et allemand.
Nous espérons que leurs méthodes et leur savoir-faire contribueront à développer votre
propre créativité. Que ce soit par l’acquisition de nouvelles approches ou par la consolidation de vos propres méthodes, vous ferez bénéficier vos patients de votre participation.
Les keynotes et sessions dans l’Amphithéâtre seront traduits simultanément dans les
trois langes du Congrès : Français, Anglais et Allemand.
Contribuez au congrès ! Nous vous invitons à soumettre un résumé pour une présentation orale un atelier, ou un poster. Le délai de soumission est fixé au 31 octobre 2019.
Vous trouverez plus d’information sur le site du congrès : www.esh2020.ch
NB. Vous pouvez dés aujourd’hui vous enregistrer comme participant et profiter du prix
early-bird.
Nous sommes convaincus que vous vous sentirez comme chez vous en Suisse, sa situation centrale réunissant l’est et l’ouest, ainsi que le nord et le sud. Le réseau de transports publics très bien développé assure un excellent accès à Bâle et une mobilité dans
la ville. Le centre de congrès étant situé au cœur de la ville.
Nous nous réjouissons de vous accueillir lors du 15ème congrès d’hypnose de la Société
Européenne d’Hypnose à Bâle en Suisse.
Pour plus d’information, prière de consulter le site : www.esh2020.ch
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15. ESH Hypnose Kongress
Brücken bauen und Wege kreuzen
26.-29. August 2020. - Basel Schweiz
Die Hypnose verbindet den Körper mit der Seele und benutzt deren Verflechtungen, die
neurologische Forschung untersucht die Verbindungen zwischen Gehirn und Körper und
antwortet auf unsere Fragen : Was passiert in der Therapie ? Welche neuen Möglichkeiten
ergeben sich aus den Entdeckungen ?
Auf dem Baseler Kongress werden Sie mit Hypnotherapeuten in Vorträgen und Workshops
auf deutsch, englisch und französisch ins Gespräch kommen. Wir hoffen, dass deren Methoden und praktisches Wissen dazu beitragen, Ihre eigene Kreativität zu entwickeln. Sei
es durch Erwerben neuer Kenntnisse oder durch Konsolidierung Ihrer eigenen Methoden –
Ihre Beteiligung kommt Ihren Patienten zu Gute.
Tragen Sie zum Kongress bei ! Wir bitten Sie, uns eine Zusammenfassung eines Vortrags
oder eines Workshops oder ein Poster zu schicken. Die Anmeldefrist dafür läuft bis zum
31.Oktober 2019. Weitere Informationen finden Sie auf der Website des Kongresses
www.esh2020.ch
Wir sind sicher, dass Sie sich bei uns in der Schweiz wohlfühlen werden, unsere zentrale
Lage ermöglicht optimale Verbindungen von Osten und Westen, von Norden und Süden.
Das gut entwickelte öffentliche Transportnetz macht Basel und Ziele innerhalb Basels
leicht erreichbar. Das Kongresszentrum befindet sich in der Innenstadt.
Wir freuen uns darauf, Sie in Basel zum 15. Kongress der europäischen Gesellschaft für
Hypnose zu begrüssen.
Sie finden alle weiteren Informationen auf unserer Website www.esh2020.ch
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